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elcome to our Investing Offshore Special Edition of Blue Chip. As Warren
Ingram points out in his article, A methodology for allocating money
offshore (page 20), when politics or economic events unsettle us, there
is an immediate increase in demand for offshore investments.
Ingram goes on to say that psychologists tell us that we need a structured
framework for our decisions if we want to be rational in difficult times. It is difficult
to be completely calm and rational when the world seems to be falling apart.
In International Investments (page 22), Reza Khan suggests that consistent
long-term exposure to the broad equity market has been a winning strategy. It
incorporates the collective insights of all market participants and has rewarded
investors with real returns that have been hard to beat. It has overcome wars,
pandemics, inflation and financial crises. Khan says that it’s been a powerful force
that investors have relied upon for more than a century.
One of Ingram’s strategies is to have an agreed offshore allocation for an investor
based on their circumstances and objectives.
Rob Macdonald tells us in his column (page 17) that Carl Jung's most telling
observation about personality types was, “Every individual is an exception to the
rule.” Macdonald astutely says that herein lies the real lesson for financial planners:
every individual is an exception to the rule.
And on page 66, Hannes Viljoen agrees. He says that every person is unique.
Each person has a unique situation that they are currently in that includes a unique
background, and a unique attitude towards money, finance, saving and spending.
There is no such thing as the average person. Viljoen says that financial planners
need to treat every client as the unique individual that they are. Design a unique
strategy for them and through the process build trust, which is the foundation of
every great relationship.
Enjoy this jam-packed issue of Blue Chip.
Alexis Knipe, Editor
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Investment Management by Design

Towards a more sustainable future
PortfolioMetrix is proud to introduce our Sustainable World investment theme to those who
want to positively impact society and the environment through their investing activities.

Introducing PortfolioMetrix Sustainable World
Our Sustainable World portfolios seek global opportunities that deliver a positive net beneﬁt
to society through their product, services, and business practices. We have a sound ﬁve-year
track record in managing socially responsible investments in the United Kingdom and are
proud to bring this capability to South Africa.

Investing for change now to secure our wellbeing tomorrow

Contact us to learn more.

info@portfoliometrix.co.za

portfoliometrix.com

PortfolioMetrix Asset Management SA (Pty) Ltd is authorised and regulated
ﬁnancial services provider operating in South Africa, regulated under the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 (FSP No: 42383).
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99.5% OF THE WORLD’S MARKETS ARE WAITING.
EXPAND YOUR PORTFOLIO WITH US.
There’s never been a better time to consider diversifying your offshore investments into our
Investment Portfolio+.
Benefits include:
■

Investing and managing your assets in hard currency.

■

Ease of tax administration.

■

No UK or USA inheritance tax implications (situs).

■

Appointed beneficiaries have immediate access to capital and can take ownership
of the policy or surrender it, all while saving on executor fees.

If you’d like to find out more about Investment Portfolio+ and our wide range
of offshore solutions, contact your financial adviser, your regional offshore specialist
or visit www.omi-int.com

INTERNATIONAL
DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (SA) Limited is a licensed FSP and life insurer.
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FOREWORD

Welcome to 2022!
What a year 2021 was. It was one of the fastest
– yet slowest – years I have experienced in
my existence in the Milky Way galaxy.

Lelané Bezuidenhout CFP®
CEO, Financial Planning
Institute of Southern Africa

A

s much as we want to press pause for a little
bit, we simply cannot. The world keeps moving
under our feet. I believe 2022 will be another
year of volatility because of Covid-19. If you did
not simplify your systems and processes during 2021, you
are going to need to do it in 2022. Outdated systems and
tedious processes do not create good customer service
or foster a positive, remote company culture.
At FPI, we used 2021 to
simplify our systems and
processes. The team worked
hard to ensure that we are
compliant with all FPI-related
regulations. We also used the year to revamp our offices
and transition into our new hybrid working environment.
Businesses need to start moving back to some office
environment because there can be negative consequences
of working from home. For example, company culture
can suffer, staff work in isolation for too long which has
negative health consequences, and teams can slip into a
silo mentality. Working from the office at least 15 hours a
week addresses these concerns.

We have a pretty busy first quarter planned. We
switched off our old system on 3 January and moved to
the new, revamped agile membership system (Microsoft
Dynamics) on 4 January. We are also moving to the
cloud, as this IT environment better suits our new way
of working.
Annual refresher training happens in March, as does our
annual tax refresher, in collaboration with the South African
Institute of Tax Practitioners.
Please also save the date: the
FPI Professionals Convention will
be on 19 and 20 October 2022.
When we saw the emergence of
Omicron in November last year, we decided to have a virtual
convention again with the possibility of a hybrid event. This
all depends on where we find ourselves with Covid-19,
come October 2022.
Our professional competency examination (PCE) will
take place in March. Please register as soon as you can. The
PCE support programme has also been enhanced to assist
our candidates as best we can to pass the PCE. Pass rates
improved slightly in 2021, and we hope to see this trend

The word for 2022, in
my mind, is proactive.
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FOREWORD

Save the date: the FPI Professionals
Convention will be on
19 and 20 October 2022.

continue in 2022 as we continue with robust PCE support
and educational provider stakeholder engagement. If
you are unsure which educational training providers
are recognised by FPI, please do not hesitate to contact
certification@fpi.co.za.

Our professional
competency examination
(PCE) will take place in
March. Please register
as soon as you can.
Our Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held in
June. Our Memorandum of Incorporation was updated
to note that CFP® professionals and FSA™ professionals
can vote at our AGM. In addition, our 2022 Integrated
Report will be released shortly after the 2022 AGM.
From an advocacy and public policy point of view,
we continue to participate in robust discussions around

the National Treasury (mostly retirement reform), Council
for Medical Schemes and FSCA matters. In addition, with
COFI coming in, we will see many conduct standards
being issued and the alignment of regulations with the
new conduct environment.
We believe that Covid-19 will continue into 2022 and
must learn to coexist with the virus. However, like any
other business across the globe, FPI learned to adjust to
the various lockdown levels and can continue to work
remotely and from the office, thanks to a robust and agile
working and policy environment.
As you can see, we have hit the ground running!
I wish you all the best for 2022, and may you grow
from strength to strength this year. The word for 2022,
in my mind, is proactive. Do not allow looking back
too much to detract your focus from what you need to
achieve in 2022/23.
Keep well,
Lelané Bezuidenhout CFP®
CEO, Financial Planning Institute of Southern Africa

www.bluechipdigital.co.za
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On the money
Making waves this quarter

US and Russia eyeing Bitcoin, Microsoft to buy Activision Blizzard

US and Russia eyeing Bitcoin
Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are at a tipping point as two rival major
world powers – the US and Russia – both appear to be moving towards
state acceptance of digital money, affirms the CEO of global financial
giant deVere Group, Nigel Green.
The bold assertion from Green comes as the Biden administration
is preparing an executive order for release to set out a comprehensive
government strategy on cryptocurrencies.
Meanwhile, Russian president Vladimir Putin is backing his government’s
proposal to promote Bitcoin mining in the country through clear taxation
and regulatory measures. “While they remain fundamentally politically and

ideologically opposed, both Washington and Moscow appear to be coming
to the same consensus that in a digital age, traditional fiat currencies are on
borrowed time and have been for a while,” says Green
He continues: “Despite currently having the world’s reserve currency,
it seems the US knows the future is inevitably digital. This would explain
why Biden is rushing a directive that would place the White House in a
central role overseeing plans to set policies and regulate digital assets.”
Green concludes: “There’s a sense that Bitcoin and crypto is headed
towards a moment of critical mass, at which a new way of doing things
crosses a threshold.”

MICROSOFT TO BUY ACTIVISION BLIZZARD – “CREATING A COMPLETE AND
SELF-SUFFICIENT FUTURE META-VERSE ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS?”
Microsoft is one of the top 10 holdings in Stonehage Fleming Global Best Ideas Equity Fund (GBI). Gerrit Smit, fund manager,
comments on Microsoft’s recent acquisition of Activision Blizzard.

1Life, an alternative solution
for financial advisors

This deal provides Microsoft Gaming full access and control over gaming
content generation and therefore accelerates their growth potential in this
field on all mobile, PC and console devices.
With Microsoft’s own expertise on the meta-verse, they can now
create a multi-faceted meta-verse of gaming and wider entertainment
with a good chance of becoming a leader in this new field. This deal
can possibly put them in the lead very early with a complete and selfsufficient future meta-verse entertainment business. With the low interest
rate they currently earn on their cash and the relatively fair valuation they
pay, the deal can be immediately accretive to earnings on completion. If
well managed, this one plus one can add up to well over three over time.

Microsoft is at the forefront of designing and utilising the
phenomenal growth in the fourth industrial revolution. While the
provision of solutions in artificial intelligence, cloud computing, big
data, the internet of things and cyber security are the growing future
business drivers, Microsoft is totally entrenched in business and
people’s private lives.
It is a strong cash-generative business that is leading the design
of new technologies and in turn driving the economy. To illustrate
the result of its success, the share has compounded close to double
digits since its peak at the end of 1999 preceding the burst of the
technology bubble.

GLOBAL INVESTING MADE EASY
Your wealth-creating guide to the international markets
By Warren Ingram

Investing overseas can be a very intimidating, even
scary subject to private investors. The book aims
to demystify global investing by providing novice
investors with practical guidelines on how to invest
overseas while helping them to avoid the inherent
pitfalls. Global Investing Made Easy covers all the main
aspects that a non-financial person should know before

embarking on a global investment journey and
will be helpful to investors across the globe.
People of all ages and levels of wealth will benefit
from the practical, easy-to-understand, jargonfree information required to invest in international
markets, proving that financial freedom is possible
for everyone.

We’re No. 1
Thanks to our incredible staff.

And we will do
even better

We won’t be happy until every client is.

Metropolitan is part of Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited, a licensed life insurer and
authorised financial services (FSP44673) and registered credit provider (NCRCP173)
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Let OUTvest help you with that long tail
While your advice practice is focusing on those bigger client relationships,
it doesn’t leave much time for the rest. Which is why you need the solutions
that streamline the way you do business, without compromising on quality.
OUTvest for Financial Advisors does exactly that – and gives you the
opportunity to scale.
Imagine being able to meet a client, plan their investments and onboard
them in a single sitting – even remotely. Imagine having Section 14 transfers
done for you. Imagine your yearly reviews… automated. Imagine offering
your clients true OUTcomes-focused investing, giving you (and them) the
ability to track their progress against their plan, in real time. Imagine helping
to give your clients a better financial future thanks to extremely efficient
fee structures.
It’s all available to your advice practice, right now. Get in touch today
and we will be happy to set up a demonstration of the platform, showcase

our products (including solutions
for retirement investing, global
investing, fixed-rate investing, taxfree investing, general investing
and crowd investing) and share
with you the performance of our
unit trust, money market and
exchange traded funds versus
their peers.
Navigate to the Financial Advisors
page on www.outvest.co.za to submit a call back or send an email directly
to Rishai Neerachand at NeerachandR@out.co.za
OUTvest is an authorised FSP. Ts and Cs apply.

Investing offshore by staying local offers potential tax advantages
By Nosipho Nhleko, Investment Product Specialist at Liberty

South African investors who find themselves having to cope with the
volatility of local markets have long looked towards distant shores
to seek better returns for their money because of the strength of
advanced economies with leading companies like Apple, Facebook,
Alphabet (aka Google) and Netflix generating extraordinary returns.
In doing this, selecting the right investment vehicle to take
advantage of this offshore exposure is one of the choices you will be
faced with. Depending on the way you choose to invest your money,
there may be tax advantages, as well as additional benefits for the rest
of your family in the long run.
While the JSE is one of the most advanced exchanges in the world,
with a proven track record of good local companies, the process of
diversifying your portfolio brings many rewards. It’s no secret that
South Africa makes up only a tiny portion of the world’s capital markets.
With the relaxation of exchange controls and a discretionary
allowance of up to R10-million per year available to invest overseas,
many money-savvy ordinary investors are investigating ways to get
into these markets.
By putting your money in an offshore investment vehicle through
a local money manager, you can decrease your exposure to the South
African economy, while accessing different countries with different
economies and invest in shares of some of the most profitable
companies in the world.

With something like this you can also invest in offshore index
trackers, which include equity, bond and cash trackers. Tracker funds
reduce the costs of investing offshore due to their low management
fees. One of the other advantages of staying with your local money
manager is that you can further reduce your costs with lower platform
fees by taking advantage of the aggregation benefit if you own other
qualifying products with them.
Something not always considered by many investors is the
managing of your estate. Some local investment products use an
endowment wrapper, so no additional tax is payable when you need
your money if you are the original owner.
The investment will be dealt with under South African rules and can
be transferred into an offshore or local bank account of your choice.

The world is so
much bigger
than Diagonal
Street.
From Canadian railways to global fashion luxury brands,
the world is yours. To invest with Coronation, ask your
financial adviser or search ‘Coronation offshore’.

Good things come to those who don’t wait to invest.

Co ro na tion is an author ised fin an c ial ser v ices p rov id e r.
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Collaborative partnerships, professional convention and midlife money makeover

New Satrix Capped All Share ETF
Shares in the Satrix Capped All Share Exchange-Traded Fund (ETF)
have listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). The Satrix CAPI
tracks the FTSE/JSE Capped All Share Index, which gives investors broad
market exposure to 140 JSE-listed companies spanning large, medium
and small shares.
The Satrix Capped All Share ETF is the 23rd ETF to be listed by

Satrix, a provider of index-tracking investment products wholly
owned by financial services group Sanlam.
Nico Katzke, Head of Portfolio Solutions at Satrix Investments,
comments: “The Satrix Capped All Share ETF (STXCAP) offers
investors a 0% TER exposure until June 2022 to the broad market
index. STXCAP will be the first ETF on the JSE to track the full universe
of large-, mid- and small-cap South African-listed companies –
prioritising increased diversification and upside potential.”
“The Satrix CAPI enhances diversification metrics in the exposure
it offers to various local and international shares, listed on the JSE,”
says Valdene Reddy, the JSE’s Director for Capital Markets.
“It is a great addition to the ETF suite, broadening the
investment landscape. The number of ETFs that have come to
market continue to grow impressively, attracting a number of
first-time individual investors,” she adds. The Satrix Capped All
Share ETF is an exciting addition to the JSE’s ETF offering across

different asset classes with diversified exposure and liquidity at a
comparatively lower cost. There are 54 equity ETFs (29 local and
25 international), 12 bond ETFs (six local and six international),
seven property ETF (three local and four international), one
Africa (ex-SA) equity ETF, one money market ETF, two multi-asset
class ETFs and eight commodity ETFs.
The Satrix Capped All Share ETF, which will trade under JSE
code STXCAP, gives investors 25% exposure to medium and small
capitalisation counters such as Afrimat, ADVTech, Cashbuild, Libstar,
City Lodge and many others.
In terms of large market capitalisation holdings, investors in
Satrix Capped All Share ETF will be exposed to BHP Group, Anglo
American, Naspers, Absa, MTN and Richemont among others.
The Satrix Capped All Share ETF will limit each individual share
at no more than 10% of the total portfolio, enabling investors
to hold portfolios with better diversification and stable returns.
The listing of the Satrix Capped All Share ETF has brought the
number of 2021 ETF listings on the JSE to nine, with a total ETF
market capitalisation of over R116-billion.
“The Satrix Capped All Share ETF includes several medium and
small caps, elevating the interest and activity in these segments, in
addition to the more active Top40 counters,” concludes Reddy.

Standard Bank is crowned Africa’s Most Valuable Banking Brand
Standard Bank has been named Africa’s most valuable banking
brand following a 26% increase in brand value to US$1.583-billion,
according to the latest report by Brand Finance published in The
Banker magazine. Standard Bank’s impressive increase saw it inch
ahead of its South African compatriot, First National Bank (brand
value up 18% to US$1.581-billion), to claim the title with a margin
of just US$2-million.
Every year, leading brand valuation consultancy Brand Finance
puts 5 000 of the biggest brands to the test, and publishes nearly
100 reports, ranking brands across all sectors and countries. The
world’s top 500 most valuable and strongest banking brands are
included in the annual Brand Finance Banking 500 ranking.
Overall, there are 20 African brands in the ranking, with South
Africa dominating the African contingent with seven brands
featuring – six of which sit at the top of the continental ranking

with Absa (US$1.437-billion), Nedbank (US$1.018-billion), Investec
(US$992-million) and Capitec Bank (US$625-million) joining
Standard Bank and First National Bank at the top.

Scale your
advice
practice.
It’s
easier
than you
think.

With our co-branded investment platform, you can plan a
client’s investment and onboard them in a single interaction.
Ongoing advice? It’s just as simple, thanks to automated
annual reviews, along with our advanced investment tracking
and monitoring that gives you real-time information when
you need it. OUTvest for Advisors is here.

Scan the QR code
or visit outvest.co.za
for more information.

OUTvest is an authorised FSP. Ts and Cs apply. OV21/0226/E
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Why goals are better
than resolutions
By Florbela Yates, Head of Momentum Investment Consulting

I
Florbela Yates

Florbela Yates started her
career in 1993 as a consultant
at Alexander Forbes. Her
career has spanned over
several leading businesses
offering investment solutions
to clients both locally and
internationally. Since January
2017, Yates’ role has been
as head of Momentum
Investment Consulting (MIC)
where she is responsible for
Momentum Retail’s advisory
business. She has a BCom
degree (Economics, Business
Finance and Marketing) and is a
Certified Financial Planner (CFP).
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have a daughter going to university this
year and she asked if I would run a budget
workshop for her and her friends. I started off
by getting them to understand the importance
of budgeting and the power of saving. One
of the young men wanted to make saving
his new year’s resolution. The problem with
resolutions is that resolving to do something
doesn’t necessarily mean you follow through.
I suggested that he rather set a goal and start
saving towards achieving that goal.
Whether it’s a compulsory or discretionary
saving that you are looking for, the first step
should always be to determine the goal of
the investment so that you have something
to measure against as you work towards that
goal. Secondly, you should determine the
appropriate time period for the investment
and a financial advisor should help you stay
committed to that goal.
We believe in the value of financial advice. A
financial advisor can guide clients in determining
what their most appropriate investment vehicle
is, the time period you need to cater for and
also whether to invest a lump sum or monthly
recurring amount.
Investing is personal and each client’s unique
circumstances should be considered. For clients
with a short-dated investment term, it makes
sense to invest in a lower-risk option so that
you aren’t disinvesting at a time when the
investment is down.
A money market or conservative portfolio
would then make sense. For those with a
longer time horizon, a diversified portfolio
of underlying investments in equities, listed
property and fixed-income asset classes provides
diversification while catering for personal risk
preferences. Those looking for maximum growth
may be willing to take higher risk along with
some short- or medium-term volatility to get
them to their longer-term goal.

www.bluechipdigital.co.za

And then there is the consideration about
the currency your client’s goal is going to be
financed from. If it’s in an offshore currency, you
have the additional complication of ensuring
that you are getting real returns in that currency.
Whatever your personal goal, your investment
time horizon or your tax bracket, I would
recommend that you measure your investment
returns after investment fees and make sure that
you are still obtaining real returns (ie returns
above inflation) after fees.
At Momentum Investment Consulting
(MIC), we partner with financial advisors
to ensure that our clients follow a similar
process. It’s slightly more complicated, but
the principles remain the same. Start with
a budget to ensure that you aren’t living
beyond your means. Set an investment goal
and time horizon and then make sure your
client stays invested. That is the only way to
protect your clients from themselves.
I don’t know what 2022 has in store for us.
I hope that we see some return to normality
and more stable investment returns. To protect
myself from myself, I start the year by setting
investment goals to help me meet my shortterm, medium-term and long-term objectives.
For my discretionary money, I invest in
diversified portfolios made of local and offshore
underlying investments.
We are hoping to be able to do an overseas
ski trip this year and will need some offshore
currency for this. I took advantage of my offshore
allowance and the rand strength to take money
offshore and invested in a combination of
offshore money market and equity investments.
We also take advantage of the yearly tax-free
savings amount to invest towards our longterm goals. In 2022, forget about resolutions,
but focus on goals. Speak to us at MIC. We can
help you to make sure your clients stay invested
so that they can achieve their goals.

Momentum Investment Consulting (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider (FSP32726)
and part of Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited and rated B-BBEE level 1.
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Every Client is an
Exception to the Rule

T

Rob Macdonald, Head of
Strategic Advisory Services,
Fundhouse

Rob Macdonald has held
several senior positions in
the investment industry.
At Fundhouse, he acts as
a consultant and coach
to financial advisors and
develops and facilitates
training programmes in
behavioural coaching and
practice management. Before
joining the financial services
industry, Macdonald was
MBA director at the UCT
Graduate School of Business.
He is co-author of the book
Rethinking Leadership and has
consulted, written and spoken
widely on a range of topics.
Macdonald has a Master’s
degree in Management
Studies from Oxford University
and is a CFP® Professional.

he world seems to be getting
more complex almost daily. We are
experiencing an exponential growth
in the availability of information and,
sadly, misinformation. Arguably our knowledge
and insight to handle this complexity is growing.
Or perhaps not. Our brain is a sense-making
machine. But when faced with overwhelming
complexity, the brain takes short-cuts, a habit
that results in many cognitive biases.
One such short cut for example is in the
question many financial planners ask: “How
can I best ‘type’ my clients?” Our profession’s
answer to the investment complexity
that we and clients face is the risk profile
questionnaire. It’s so much easier to label
a person as “aggressive” or “conservative”
and then put them into an appropriately
labelled investment. But is this really solving
the investment complexity we face? Or
more importantly, is it solving the human
complexity that is your client? There are
many personality typing tools designed
to help us understand the complexity of
people better. Probably the most widely
used personality test in the world is the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.
The test tries to answer four questions
about you and determine where you lie
between two preferences:
1. Are you outwardly or inwardly focused?
Extraversion (E) or Intraversion (I)?
2. How do you prefer to take in information?
Sensing (S) or Intuition (N)?
3. How do you prefer to make decisions?
Thinking (T) or Feeling (F)?
4. How do you prefer to live your outer life?
Judging (J) or Perceiving (P)?
The full test includes 93 questions and
allocates you into one of 16 different discrete
personality types. You may recognise labels
like ENJF or ISTP as examples of personality
types. The marketing blurb for the test
suggests that an understanding of your

type offers you a “a powerful framework
for building better relationships, driving
positive change, harnessing innovation,
and achieving excellence”. With outcomes
like that, it’s no wonder it’s such a popular
personality assessment.
The test was developed in the 1940s
based on personality theories offered by
Carl Jung in his 1921 book Psychological
Types. He suggested the four categories
used in the Myers-Briggs test, but he also
indicated that these were “approximate”.
Adam Grant, an organisational psychologist
who is particularly critical of the Myers-Briggs
test, points out that Jung’s work was based
on his own experiences of people, not on any
empirical science. Grant suggests that the
test is meaningless, that there is no evidence
behind it, and that the characteristics
measured have virtually no predictive power
of how a person will behave in any situation,
be it work or personal.
Jung had warned that his personality “types”
were just rough tendencies he’d observed,
rather than strict classifications, but his most
telling observation was, “Every individual is an
exception to the rule.” And herein lies the real
lesson for us as financial planners. Whatever
“test” or “tool” you use to “type” your client,
you are only touching the tip of the iceberg
in really getting to know them.
An assessment may provide some insight into
a client, but if every individual is an exception
to the rule, then an assessment’s best role is
as a catalyst for a conversation. I would argue
that having a conversation is the most powerful
means of getting to know a client. Not just
any conversation. A structured conversation
with skillful questioning, speaking and most
importantly listening; all skills which require
ongoing practice and refinement. This is hard
work, but important if we are to treat each
client as an individual. The starting point is also
challenging, to overcome our inherent bias for
short cuts.
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The nuts and bolts
of offshore investing
Practical considerations for investing in global markets

T

he industry has already made a strong
case for investing offshore. However, the
nuts and bolts of how to invest offshore
are often overlooked or not adequately
considered. This can serve as a significant barrier
to “exit” for investors. To address this, I’ve outlined
some practical considerations when looking to
invest offshore.

Liam Dawson, Investment
Analyst, PortfolioMetrix

Liam Dawson’s career began
as a mechanised mining
applications consultant in the
mining and metals industry.
Then, driven by a passion
and curiosity for investing, he
joined PortfolioMetrix in 2015
to apply his mathematical and
reasoning skills to investments
under PortfolioMetrix’s
distinctive risk-based approach.
Liam holds a Bachelor of
Engineering (Mechanical
Engineering) and is a CFA®,
CAIA and FDP Charterholder.

Should you keep the investment in rands or
take the money offshore first before buying
into a foreign investment?
Accessing a foreign investment in rands means
that you will not externalise the investment, ie the
investment remains within the purview of South
African authorities since you are using a local
investment platform. In many cases, this is not a
concern for investors (such as within retirement
savings vehicles), but for investors wishing to
diversify across regions and outside local regulatory
parameters, you will need to externalise the assets
first. This involves a transfer of hard currency to a
reputable custodian, and in some cases, permission
from the South African Reserve Bank.
From a tax perspective, externalising means
only being taxed on the investment growth,
whereas a local unit trust will expose you to both
investment growth and rand depreciation.
What is the full global opportunity set?
It is easier to identify a foreign investment that is
domiciled1 in South Africa. This is because these
585 funds2 are actively marketed to South African
investors and are easily accessible – however,
they represent only half a percent of the global
opportunity set. Many funds are overlooked
because the fund managers did not apply to have
them marketed in South Africa; approximately
124 000 funds fall into this category.
The complexities of selecting an
offshore investment
Investing offshore means analysing multitudes
of investment styles, strategies, philosophies,

1A fund’s domicile refers to the country that it is registered in, and the regulatory environment that governs it.
2 FSCA Section 65 Approved Foreign Investments Schemes, as of 2021/12/03 PortfolioMetrix Asset Management
SA (Pty) Ltd is an Authorised Financial Services Provider in South Africa and PortfolioMetrix Asset Management
Ltd is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority.

benchmarks and personalities, and that is
assuming you will get what is written on the tin.
To some an opportunity, to others a paralysing
task – narrowing the 124 000 funds down to a
manageable amount that allows for detailed
analysis of portfolio data and engagement with
the fund management teams will be demanding
but a labour well worth the spoils.
You must also ensure that your selected
custodian is prepared to offer your selected
fund on their platform, and availability is
not guaranteed. Then, should you invest, be
prepared to perform ongoing monitoring and
performance evaluations.
Frankly, these layers of complexity can make
it difficult (and time-consuming) to select and
maintain the correct foreign investments. And
besides, as an advisor, would you not prefer to add
value by spending time with your clients instead?
Our distinctive approach to investing globally
PortfolioMetrix appreciates the challenges of
investing globally, which is why we have designed
a ready-built solution for you and your clients.
We dedicate our research capabilities to
identifying specialist managers beyond the
locally approved funds, consider how these
managers interact with one another, and then
provide a portfolio design that ensures each
part of the portfolio works together to generate
a successful investment outcome.
We conduct ongoing monitoring of each
manager, their fund performance and team.
We determine prudent allocations to each
manager and use our collective assets under
management to negotiate access to cheaper,
and often restricted, share classes.
The “cherry on top”: we provide this global
investment solution in the form of a domesticdomiciled fund as well as a fully externalised
Irish-domiciled option across multiple
investment platforms. This ensures easy
access to a consistent and specialised foreign
investment opportunity. 

COMPLIANCE

MONEY LAUNDERING RISKS
To mitigate threats of criminal exploitation, financial services providers must be
cognisant of the money laundering and terrorist financing risks their clients pose.
submitted to the FIC. These records must be kept for five years
from the date of the business relationship being established and/
or transaction being concluded.

C

riminals may try to exploit the vulnerabilities of financial
services providers (FSPs) and abuse their products and
service offerings for purposes of laundering proceeds
of crime. The providers of these services must therefore
remain vigilant and consider factors including clients, product or
service features, delivery channels, and geographic areas regarding
their clients.
Adopting a risk-based approach
As a business sector identified in the Financial Intelligence Centre
Act (FIC Act), FSPs are required to fulfil compliance obligations that
are geared to protect the financial system.
FSPs must apply a risk-based approach when establishing a
business relationship and/or conducting a single transaction with
a client.
The application of a risk-based approach when implementing
controls allows FSPs to understand and mitigate money
laundering and terrorist financing risks. Controls put in place by
the accountable institution must be in proportion to the identified
risks their clients pose. Different clients present different levels of
risk. Authorised users should consider what money laundering/
terrorist financing/proliferation financing (ML/TF/PF) risk the
client presents as a result of the type of clients the client provides
products and services to, that is the “client’s client”.
Risk management compliance programme
FSPs must develop, document, maintain and implement a risk
management and compliance programme (RMCP) setting out how
the institution will manage their money laundering, terrorist and
proliferation financing risks, as set out in Section 42 of the FIC Act.
Record-keeping
FSPs must keep records of client identification and verification
information, transactional information and regulatory reports

Customer due diligence
FSPs must conduct due diligence (CDD) on their clients, persons
on whose behalf of the client is acting, and the client’s beneficial
owners. CDD includes identifying and verifying clients, obtaining
information about the nature and intended purposes of the
business relationship, as well as the client’s source of funds.
Where there are heightened risks of money laundering,
terrorist and proliferation financing, the accountable institution
must conduct enhanced due diligence and monitoring on the
business relationship or single transaction.
Training of employees
The accountable institution must provide training for its employees
on the FIC Act and the institution’s RMCP.
Registration
An FSP must register as an accountable institution under item 12 of
Schedule 1 to the FIC Act on the FIC’s online system called goAML.
Reporting
The accountable institution must file various reports with the
FIC on the goAML system. There are three primary reporting
streams for accountable institutions which include cash threshold
reporting – on cash received or paid by the accountable institution
exceeding R24 999.99, suspicious and unusual transaction
reporting – where a person becomes aware that a transaction
is unusual or arouses suspicion in terms of money laundering,
terrorist financing activities or proliferation financing, and
terrorist property reporting – property associated with terrorism,
proliferation financing and related activities.
The FIC analyses the reports it receives to compile financial
intelligence. If necessary, this financial intelligence is shared with
law enforcement, prosecutorial and other competent authorities
for their investigations and applications for asset forfeiture.
Refer to the FIC's guidance note 7, which indicates different
factors that must be taken into account when assessing money
laundering, terrorist and proliferation financing risks. 
For more compliance information and guidance offered to
accountable institutions, refer to the FIC website (www.fic.gov.za).
For further information contact the FIC’s compliance contact centre
on +27 12 641 6000 or log an online compliance query by clicking
on: http://www.fic.gov.za/ContactUs/Pages/ComplianceQueries.aspx.
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OFFSHORE INVESTMENT

A METHODOLOGY
FOR ALLOCATING
MONEY OFFSHORE
Most financial planners are very aware of the impact of emotions on investment decisions. Possibly
the most emotive investment issue for South Africans is the allocation to offshore investments.

W

hen politics or economic events unsettle us, there
is an immediate increase in demand for offshore
investments. Sadly, the demand seems to peak at the
same time as the rand reaches maximum weakness.
I believe financial planners need a structured approach to offshore
allocations so that we can provide real help to our clients rather
than short-term emotional comfort that might be very expensive
in the long run. In this article I share my approach to this issue – it
is not perfect, but it has worked for me.
DECLARING VESTED INTERESTS
An article about offshore investments should include a disclosure
about any vested interests. Most ethical financial planners are sick
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of the talking heads who regularly beat the offshore drum simply
to stoke fear in South Africa so that these talking heads can get
more money into their own offshore funds, property schemes or
other financial products. In that spirit, I don’t own any local or global
investment products and I don’t promote any property or residence
schemes to investors.
METHODOLOGY TRUMPS EMOTION
Psychologists tell us that we need a structured framework for our
decisions if we want to be rational in difficult times. I believe it is very
difficult to be completely calm and rational when the world seems
to be falling apart. Consider how we felt when Zuma fired Nene
or when Covid hit the world. In these circumstances, it is perfectly

OFFSHORE INVESTMENT

It is inevitable that my carefully
structured guidelines are tested by
clients when markets are volatile.

I would increase the offshore allocation to 50%. Finally, a family
with sufficient capital to fund two successive generations should
increase the offshore allocation to 75% of assets.
These are not rigid benchmarks, but they are useful guidelines
for me to assist investors with their planning. There are lots of other
factors that could change the benchmarks for a specific client, for
instance if they are planning to partially live overseas or if their
children want to study internationally.
When the rand is in freefall, I always refer to my fair value and the
specific offshore allocation for the investor. I use these guidelines
to assist the investor with decision-making to avoid mistakes like
sending money overseas at the worst possible exchange rates.
METHODOLOGY IS NOT GOSPEL
I read with interest a great piece by Jaco van Tonder from NinetyOne
(Taking Stock, Spring 2021) where his team tried to determine the
ideal offshore allocation for living annuities. They analysed a range
of factors including returns, volatility and drawdowns over various
time periods from 120 years ago to the last 10 years. The ideal
offshore allocation ranged from 30% to 45%. Given the lousy JSE
performance from 2010 to 2020 and the great international market
returns over the same time, I was surprised by the findings. I don’t
doubt the study, it just illustrates that our intuition and our bias to
recent history can overwhelm logic.
I try to review and revise my methodology every year, but I do
this when markets and politics are relatively calm, so that I am as
rational as possible.

natural to be rattled and emotional. My best decision-making tool
in these times is a pre-determined game plan for investments. For
instance, at the start of 2020, I felt that the rand was fair value at
R15.50 to the US dollar. If it was stronger than that, it was appropriate
to send money overseas if it suited the investor’s strategy. When
the rand was nearly R17 to the dollar, I did nothing as I felt the rand
was too weak.
My second line of defence is to have an agreed offshore
allocation for an investor based on their circumstances and
objectives. For instance, someone who is retired, plans to live
out their days in South Africa and has sufficient (but not excess)
capital, should allocate 25% of their money offshore. If someone
in a similar stage of life has enough money to leave an inheritance,

CONSIDER A CONVERSATION RATHER THAN A DEBATE
It is inevitable that my carefully structured guidelines are tested
by clients when markets are volatile. When this happens, I try to
have a conversation with my clients
about their fears, objectives and the
various scenarios that might unfold in
the future. I find it very useful to ask
questions like, “What would happen
to your financial position if we waited
a few months before sending more
money out?” In the past, I would
have defaulted to showing them
some graphs with fair values, PPP
or the Big Mac index. However, this
strategy was only 50% effective and
caused everyone more angst and
frustration until the markets had Warren Ingram, CFP® is the
stabilised. Asking better questions to co-founder of Galileo Capital
understand the core issue is proving and author of Global Investing
Made Easy.
more successful. 
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EQUITIES

INTERNATIONAL

INVESTING
The importance of the Equity Risk Premium

T

houghts, Discover, Idea, Creation and Success. These were
some of my options as I stared at an expansive menu. It
was a cold December morning and I was standing in a
Trung Nguyen coffee shop, a large Vietnamese chain, on
my first day in Hanoi. Anthony Bourdain’s books are my go-to food
guides when I travel. He wrote that Trung Nguyen was part of his
daily routine whenever he was in Vietnam, so I had to get my first
coffee here. Eventually I picked a milky drink that fell somewhere
on the cappuccino-latte-macchiato continuum. It was pretty good.
I didn’t realise that I missed the reason I went there. No, it wasn’t
for a cup of Success either.
My next coffee stop was at a rustic Trung Nguyen store. They
only served traditional Vietnamese drip coffee. There were only two
decisions to make. Hot or over ice and sweetened with condensed
milk or not. It’s brewed in front of you from a metal canister, containing
ground coffee and hot water, slowly dripping a golden-brown elixir
into a glass below. It was delicious, simple and cheap. That was the
only coffee I drank for the next two weeks, and it freed me from the
anxiety of too much choice. This was the coffee that an insightful,
well-travelled chef and food writer went back for every day.
I had the right expert advice but ignored it when confronted with
a menu that was too wide for me to understand. Too much choice
is a burden. Investors often face a similar issue. The idea of near
limitless investment options is alluring but can distract and misdirect
from a carefully designed plan. Financial advisors may inadvertently
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overwhelm clients when they offer them more choices than they can
process, some of which they may not even understand.
A small number of relevant choices is more useful than an
exhaustive list. Advisors can further help clients by providing them
with a rules-based decision-making framework to select between
the available options. A good starting point for a rules-based
approach is to use broad market exposure as the default position.
The risk-return tradeoff and costs of all other alternatives can then
be compared to this. This simplifies decision-making and, like the
Vietnamese drip coffee, simpler does not mean worse. Simpler
might be what your client’s portfolio needs.
Consistent long-term exposure to the broad equity market has
been a winning strategy. It incorporates the collective insights
of all market participants and has rewarded investors with real
returns that have been hard to beat. It has overcome wars,
pandemics, inflation and financial crises. It’s been a powerful force
that investors have relied upon for more than a century. The Equity
Risk Premium (ERP) is a way of quantifying this force.
The ERP measures the historic out-performance of the equity
market relative to risk-free investments – usually short-term
government bonds. It is a useful measure because it provides
insights into the long-term equity market performance in relation
to an alternative investment. The ERP is usually measured over
multiple decades and is often interpreted as the long-term reward
for accepting short-term equity risk.

EQUITIES

Given enough time, a consistent
drip of returns accumulates into
a surprisingly large reward.
The long time frame means that it can be used to estimate
the range of future returns that can reasonably be expected. This
helps to calibrate an investment plan using realistic assumptions.
It also provides a framework to assess the expected risk-return
tradeoff and higher fees of active management strategies.
The MSCI World Index, a developed market large and mid-cap
index, returned 9.2% p.a. in US dollar terms from the time it was
first calculated in 1970 to November 2021. US inflation averaged
4% p.a. over the same period which means that the real return
was 5.2% p.a. The ERP was approximately 4% p.a. over this time.
Given enough time, a consistent drip of returns accumulates
into a surprisingly large reward. The flow of returns isn’t always
smooth, and there is always the risk of a crash or a crisis. The three
largest drawdowns occurred during the 2008 Financial Crisis, the
Tech Bubble bursting in 2002/03 and the Oil Crisis of 1974. The
market typically recovered from these in four years but clawed
back most of its losses in less than two years. These were painful
to live through but over a long enough time frame, the portfolio
always recovers and rewards patience.
Exposure to the ERP doesn’t mean investing in an index tracker.
Market exposure can come in different flavours and it’s important
to pick the approach that best suits an investment plan. There are
however a few important things to keep in mind. The risk premium
has averaged 4% p.a. which compounds to a big real return over
time. This is relatively easy to capture but can be quickly eroded by

high costs and unintended risks. High fees and opaque transaction
costs can rapidly whittle away performance.
A portfolio should also be well diversified with representation
across countries and industries. Diversification adds resilience and
mitigates against large losses. Finally,
the portfolio must be fully invested
at all times. A large proportion
of market returns come from a
surprisingly small number of days.
These are impossible to forecast
which makes market timing an
especially risky undertaking.
Financial advisors play an
important role in guiding clients
and should ensure that they have
the tools to make informed choices.
This includes educating clients about
the power of investing in the broad
equity market which has been the
safest path to inflation-beating
returns. Using this as a starting point
can simplify decision-making, lower
costs, reduce unintended risks and
help to implement an investment
Reza Khan, CEO, Lodestar
Fund Managers
plan with fewer distractions.
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Reshaping the South
African investment
platform landscape
Momentum Wealth in partnership with FNZ
Globally, digital disruption has had a profound
impact across all industries with no signs of
slowing down. Investment platforms, a key
role-player in the wealth management value
chain, have not escaped this disruption.

I

n countries like the UK, leading platforms have responded
successfully to the continuous pressure on administration fees and
the quest for differentiation and personalised solutions by entering
strategic partnerships.
In South Africa, the leading platforms have all started to lay
down the foundational elements of a more digitalised platform.
Business models and differentiators will be challenged, and the
regulatory environment will not be more kind in their demands
for change.
Advisors certainly look at platforms to run efficiently, handle
their service requirements timeously and most importantly,
maintain their regulatory obligations in an environment
of increasing costs, especially in the context of the Retail
Distribution Review.
The paradigm shift would seemingly have begun as advisors
and consumers alike demand more, but at a similar or lower
cost. Successful platforms will be those that can enable
seamless integration with advice practices, support the
creation of efficiencies for these businesses and offer stronger
outcomes when compared to their competitors.
Our role is to continually invest and optimise our platforms
through technology innovation to ensure that advisors can
increasingly remove the burden of administration from their daily
operations and offer superior client service. Investing is personal
and we want to help enable advisors to focus on what is important
– their relationship with their clients and helping them achieve
their goals.
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At Momentum Wealth, we believe that the increasing
competitive landscape will force financial services firms to
determine which aspects of the value chain will be core
to their differentiation and which could be best delivered
through strategic partnerships. This is exactly what we have
done as part of our process to match our strengths with the
evolving needs of financial advice firms.
We are positioning ourselves for a future where we will adapt
fast to the rapid changes in our industry, with our ultimate end
goal in mind: to become increasingly relevant in the lives of
our financial advice partners and their businesses. Our focus
remains on offering a differentiated proposition to our partners
by leveraging the expertise and intellectual property gained
internally at Momentum Wealth.
Why FNZ as our preferred partner?
FNZ has a 15-year history of successful strategic partnerships
with some of the world’s largest financial companies and has
helped these firms to implement the digital transformation
required to continuously evolve the quality and personalisation
of their services, reduce costs to end clients and increase the
accessibility of wealth management. FNZ is revolutionising the
industry by giving financial institutions a single platform that
integrates seamlessly with their business and provides partners,
like Momentum Wealth, with an unrivalled platform to accelerate
digital transformation, deliver significant operational efficiencies
and improve the advisor experience and proposition.

INVESTMENT
Trusted by more than 150 major global financial institutions,
FNZ has over US$1.5-trillion in assets under administration, which
represents the combined savings and investments of over 20-million
clients1. It has a track record of more than 40 successful international
platform migrations and has industrialised the process of platform
transformation, minimising risk and disruption for clients.
Although platform fundamentals, like offering market-leading
access, choice and seamless switching between investment
components, facilitating transactions, consolidated and transparent
reporting for clients, ease of use enabled by technology, and the
eradication of duplication between advisor’s offices and their
own, are essential – these are no longer differentiators. Advisors
now compare platforms on how well they play holistically across
the various parts of the industry. FNZ supports all aspects of the
retail client and advisor lifecycle, enabling its partners with an endto-end, single platform that
includes client on-boarding,
portfolio management, and
advisor business and practice
management. The digital
offering maximises advisor
efficiency and improves their
engagement with their clients.
FNZ empowers financial
institutions on this transformation journey by providing a
fully automated, end to-end wealth and asset management
platform that uniquely combines market-leading technology,
IT infrastructure and investment operations.
We are partnering with FNZ to make sure that we can deliver
an ongoing roadmap of innovations and enhancements for a
constantly evolving platform proposition.
There is also a significant opportunity for corporates and wealth
managers to accelerate their own digital transformations by
leveraging Momentum’s investment in FNZ capabilities and leapfrog
their competitors as a result. This is a mature model in the UK which
many of the major IFA networks have been benefitting from.

• Continuous shift towards professional investment
management, driven by discretionary fund managers (DFMs),
regulation and a need for a more personalised solution:
Platforms play a key role in enabling seamless integration with
DFMs and ensuring that their capabilities allow for efficient
administration and reporting of model portfolios.
• Portfolio construction: There is also demand for access to a
larger choice of products at lower costs, and a focus on ESG
investing as an example.
What does FNZ say about Momentum Wealth?
Hugh Evans, Managing Director of FNZ says: “We are delighted to be
in a long-term strategic partnership with Momentum Wealth. Both
FNZ and Momentum have a shared vision and a relentless focus
on customer success. We look forward to enabling Momentum to
deliver an agile, digital-first service to
their advisor firms through our global
wealth management platform to help
them personalise advice and wealth
management solutions for clients, while
improving efficiency.
“Momentum Wealth is a market
leader in South Africa, and an ideal
partner for FNZ, extending our
commitment to and investment in the South African wealth
management sector, as we seek to rapidly accelerate the digital
transformation and evolution of services to meet the needs of
advisors, and ensure the South African financial services industry
benefits from the latest developments in international savings
and wealth management markets.”
The partnership between Momentum Wealth and FNZ
will certainly shift the platform landscape in South Africa,
benefitting the entire industry. Our focus is to create a
platform experience and proposition that will surpass the
expectations of financial advisors and their clients. We are
leaving no stone unturned in revolutionising our business
to create a future-fit platform that is relevant, affordable and
agile to respond to industry demands. 

Both FNZ and Momentum
have a shared vision
and a relentless focus
on customer success.

The evolution of platforms
If we look at the trends dominating the local landscape, many
typically follow the UK, like the trends mentioned below:
• Advisor focus: User-centred technology is allowing processes to
be moved online, making it easier and more efficient for clients
and advisors to manage their investments.
• Digitalisation: The wealth management industry is undergoing
significant digitalisation and is seeing a growing demand for
hyper-personalised solutions delivered through new distribution
channels that are often embedded into other non-financial
offerings. Financial institutions need to accelerate their digital
transformation strategies and embrace new technologies such
as cloud, Application Programming Interface (API), artificial
intelligence (AI) and better data management tools to deliver a
superior digital experience for their clients.

Hymne Landman, Head of
Momentum Wealth,
Momentum Investments

Hugh Evans, Managing
Director, FNZ

Momentum Wealth (Pty) Ltd (FSP 657) and Momentum Wealth International Limited (FSP 13495) are authorised financial services providers and part of Momentum Metropolitan
Life Limited. Momentum Investments is part of Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited, an authorised financial services (FSP6406) and registered credit (NCRCP173) provider.
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Crown your wealth
Based in Guernsey, Momentum Wealth International operates a truly offshore platform,
offering investment and insurance products to clients in South Africa and the Middle and
Far East. Blue Chip speaks to managing director Robert Rhodes about investing in Guernsey.
Robert, please provide an overview of Momentum Wealth
International.
Our platform is open architecture, multi-asset class and multicurrency so that clients can access well over 1 000 funds,
exchange traded funds (ETFs) and a wide range of globally
listed shares. In addition to our offshore platform, Momentum
Wealth International (MWI) operates a fund structure for our
own and third-party South African fund managers with more
than US$1-billion in assets under management.

Guernsey legislature determines its own laws and raises its own
taxes. Please elaborate.
Guernsey has cultivated a favourable legal, regulatory and
tax environment in which innovation can thrive. As a British
Crown Dependency, Guernsey has been independent and selfgoverning for more than 500 years (apart from a brief period
in WW2 when it was occupied by German forces). Links to the
UK are through the Crown rather than through Parliament – we
have our own legislature, called the States of Guernsey, which
determines our local laws, including taxation.

What is Momentum Wealth International’s expertise?
Like our parent Momentum, the power of partnership is
embedded in MWI’s DNA.
Partnerships with financial advisors. With us, investing is
personal and we believe that financial advisors play a pivotal
role in helping clients achieve their financial goals – we look for
long-term partnerships with financial advisors and discretionary
fund managers (DFMs).
Partnerships with service providers. We have partnered with
some of the world’s most respected financial institutions to deliver
a compelling proposition, such as Citibank and Northern Trust, and
through our partnership with the platform technology provider
FNZ we will develop an even better 21st-century technologydriven investment proposition for clients.

Why Guernsey for investment funds?
MWI has chosen to domicile the Momentum Mutual Fund ICC
in Guernsey for reasons beyond its favourable regulatory and
political environments.
The Guernsey fund regime is simple and flexible. Fund
structures can have different levels of oversight ranging from fully
authorised funds to private funds. Structures can have various
legal forms, from unit trusts to corporate structures, such as our
ICC, to limited partnerships.
There is a pool of top-quality, experienced and competent
service providers. Many of these are global firms, and with the
flexibility of Guernsey’s regulations these companies can access
the skills, systems and expertise in their broader groups.

Momentum Wealth International is governed by Guernsey laws,
which is one of the world’s premier international financial services
centres. Please tell us about the regulatory regime for financial
services in Guernsey.
Guernsey prides itself on the strength of the regulatory
environment. MWI is regulated by the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission (GFSC). I have dealt with regulators in
Europe, the Far East and Africa.
Perhaps it’s a function of size or proximity, but my
experience is that the GFSC is open-door, pragmatic and
delivery-focused in its approach to regulation and the firms
it supervises. That’s not to say the GFSC is a soft touch, far
from it. The reputation of Guernsey as an international finance
centre is at stake, and the GFSC is quick to combat any threat
to this reputation.
And the style of regulation seems to work. Guernsey has
achieved global respect as a well-regulated jurisdiction, from
clients, other regulators and bodies such as the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) and the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD).

Why should South Africans consider Guernsey for investment funds?
Many South African firms have chosen Guernsey as the ideal
location to establish and grow an international presence.
The GFSC and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA)
in South Africa have had a long-standing, positive relationship.
The Guernsey fund regime is well
understood by the FSCA; many
Guernsey funds are approved for
distribution in South Africa. By
domiciling funds in Guernsey,
South African managers can also
distribute globally. If you are looking
to set up a fund structure that can
be distributed in South Africa and
globally, consider Guernsey. And
if you’re looking for a partner to
provide access to global markets
through a true offshore platform,
or assist in establishing a fund for
global distribution, consider MWI.

There is a pool of top-quality, experienced
and competent service providers.

Robert Rhodes, Managing
Director, Momentum Wealth
International

OFFSHORE

Two global equity
solutions for your offshore
investment toolkit

T

here is significant interest in investing offshore, whether
to address a specific investment need, hedge currency
risk associated with the rand or to provide exposure to
bigger, deeper capital markets and unique industries
and companies. That is why we, at Momentum Global Investment
Management (MGIM), are excited about our two flagship global
equity funds that have recently been brought to South African
shores to enhance investors’ offshore investment toolkits.
Having been established in 1998 as the international
investment arm of Momentum Investments, we at MGIM
combine the benefits of our proudly South African heritage
with the global lenses and access offered by being based in the
United Kingdom. Through our partnerships with advisors across
the world, we can confidently say that our investment research,
solutions and client base are truly global, giving us unique
insights into international investment trends and developments
and the needs of financial advisors and their clients. This is how
we make investing personal. Importantly, we are continually
focused on supporting and enabling advisors to optimise the
diversification within their clients’ investment portfolios, and
this couldn’t be truer for our South African advisor partners.
Given the increasing need for global equity and sustainably
orientated solutions, our Momentum Global Fund (GF) Global
Equity Fund and Momentum GF Global Sustainability Equity
Fund are perfectly suited to provide South African investors with
access to a wide range of ideas and investment opportunities
available globally. These highly liquid, cost-efficient funds
provide access to a diversified basket of developed market
equities while remaining relevant and future-fit in an everchanging investment landscape. And although the funds
have only recently been made available in South Africa, both
strategies have long established track records not only in terms
of their returns, but also in terms of the consistency in the MGIM
investment team managing these strategies according to our
investing philosophy and implementation process.
The Momentum GF Global Equity Fund blends quality,
growth and value investment styles to smooth the investment
journey over time. Its broad developed market exposure means
it is perfectly suited as a core global equity holding for investors
wanting to generate long-term capital growth. Importantly, the
underlying equity exposure has been accessed through both
specialist global active and quantitative fund managers that
have all been chosen for their specific investment style focus
and areas of speciality and competitiveness.

In contrast, the Momentum GF Global Sustainable Equity
Fund is invested solely using an enhanced index, data-driven
approach and is implemented in partnership with Robeco, a
world-class quantitative specialist based in Rotterdam. The
fund is priced attractively like passive funds, but additionally
integrates style premia and environmental, social and
governance (ESG) factors to enhance its return potential over
time. Clients, therefore, will benefit from a fund that offers a
better sustainability profile, a lower environmental footprint
and a higher chance of outperforming the benchmark over
the long run via its exposure to the value, momentum, quality
and size premia.
These two global equity funds deliver in terms of cost, style
diversification, the use of global investment managers that
many investors may otherwise not have access to in South
Africa, an increased focus on sustainability, and the adoption
of data-driven quantitative capabilities.
They say that some things in life are worth waiting for.
With these two well-established global equity solutions now
available within South African advisors’ and clients’ global
investment toolkits, we couldn’t agree more. For Momentum
Investments, investing is personal, and we look forward to
walking with you and your clients on their international
investment journey. 

Ferdi van Heerden, CEO,
Momentum Global
Investment Management

Natalie Harrison, Global Fund
Specialist, Momentum
Collective Investments

The editorial should be read in conjunction with the prospectus of Momentum Global Funds, in which all the current fees, additional disclosures, risk of investment and fund facts are
disclosed. The Funds are a sub-fund of the Momentum Global Funds SICAV, which is domiciled in Luxembourg and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.
FundRock Management Company S.A., incorporated in Luxembourg, is the Management Company with its registered office at 33, Rue de Gasperich, L-5826 Hesperange, Luxembourg.
Telephone +352 271 111. For advisor and intermediary use only.
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MEET THE TEAM THAT GAINS

MOMENTUM
Momentum Investments constitutes a specialist investment team
that partners with business on investment management needs, and with
individuals on investment management solutions and products.
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omentum Investments is a values-based organisation
and its culture sets the foundation of its decisionmaking process. Our values of integrity, diversity,
accountability, innovation, excellence and, most
fundamentally, teamwork, serves as our guiding principles in
everything we do.
We recognise that the investment journey for clients is a
personal one and therefore requires a multitude of different
investment skills to create outcomes that are relevant and
competitive for different client needs.
Momentum Investments, therefore, is a multi-faceted and
multi-philosophy investment business spanning different
investment licences and tribes that requires significant levels
of integration and coordination across multiple investment
capabilities. The complexity of the investment management
capability requires a chief investment officer (CIO) that can
operate across multiple investment domains and function at
a more strategic and holistic level.
The CIO has the role of unifying the different investing
skills and philosophies, giving strategic direction for how the
capabilities should be managed and acts as a custodian for
the investment IP, process and belief system. The CIO plays a
strong coordination role, and manages the daily investment
decision-making, investment strategy and research focus
as well as the strategic internal and external clients and
stakeholder relationships.
At Momentum Investments we offer a hybrid of various
traditional investment management skills and approaches
in the market. We believe we have superior skill in specific
capabilities where we opted to specialise given the nature
of our business and balance sheet. Where clients prefer
multi-management, we have a full suite of products to offer
and where they would prefer accessing more of our asset
management skillsets (fixed interest, smart beta, passive, listed

and direct property management, etc), we have portfolios,
building blocks and mandates available. We also offer nontraditional asset classes (credit, private equity, hedge funds and
impact portfolios) under our alternative investment division.
And we offer world-class global expertise operating from our
London office.
RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT TEAM
Environmental, social and governance or ESG goals are about
more than just ticking boxes. They are woven into the very fabric
of how we work, how we invest and how we want our investment
professionals to think, because what is good for the world is good
for our business and our clients.
With so many pressing issues surrounding ESG having a
direct effect not only on our planet and our resources, but also
on each one of us, we must understand how our actions today
and our vision for the future can affect our tomorrow. That is
what investing is all about – building a better tomorrow.
Our dedicated responsible investment team works closely
with our investment team to support the integration of
ESG, promote active ownership and facilitate research and
learning. The team has over 30 years of combined responsible
investing experience. They refine, own and champion our
responsible investing philosophy and facilitate the integration
of responsible investments into our portfolios.
Our responsible investment specialist,
Jana van Rooijen, focuses on the overall
responsible investment approach, structure
frameworks and policies as well as research.
Our two ESG analysts are a direct support
function for the investment team and its
committees, focusing on proxy-voting
activities and supporting the strategic
Jana van Rooijen
engagements with investee companies.

Sonja Saunderson is the Chief Investment Officer of Momentum Investments, responsible for
ensuring the outcome-based investing philosophy and overall group investment processes and
functions work well. Sonja has 21 years’ of experience in the industry and joined the group in
1999. She has extensive experience in constructing goal-based outcomes for clients as well as
portfolio construction, risk management and portfolio management in general.

Mike Adsetts is the Deputy Chief Investment Officer. His role is multi-faceted and covers general
investment oversight, fulfilling the role of an ambassador for the investing philosophy incorporating
aspects of alignment and integration across the investment capabilities (governance and decisionmaking, strategy support, general management and sustainability/ESG) as well as specific focus areas
in alternative investments (including direct property) and direct asset management.
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Our senior ESG analyst,
Piet van der Merwe, has
extensive stewardship
experience, specialist
knowledge in the credit
and private markets, and
serves on the Association
for Savings and Investment Piet van der Merwe
Luvuyo Mdingi
South Africa (ASISA)
Responsible Investment Committee. Luvuyo Mdingi was recently
appointed as an ESG analyst and will work closely with Van der Merwe
to focus on our company’s stewardship responsibilities.
ASSET ALLOCATION AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Herman van Papendorp heads up the Momentum Investments
investment research and asset allocation team and takes ultimate
responsibility for macro research, manager research and asset
allocation. Sanisha Packirisamy, Momentum Investments
economist, is responsible for providing a macro-economic
framework to define investment fundamentals. Together, the
macro team undertakes relevant macro-economic and asset class
research to generate investment views, which are required to create
and effectively manage outcome-based investment portfolios.
An integral part of the economic and asset allocation research
process is to assess the likely prospects for the global and local
economies. The team continually determines the extent to which
these economic prospects are priced into the different local and
global asset classes. When divergences between asset prices
and fundamentals are identified, these provide opportunities to
generate asset allocation alpha for our portfolios.
Scenario analysis is a cornerstone of both our longerterm strategic asset allocation and shorter-term tactical
asset allocation methodologies to determine a realistic
range of possible future outcomes. In this way, we try to
future-proof investment decisions as much as is practically
possible against uncertain and unexpected outcomes. This
also helps us compile a risk-reward matrix for all asset classes,
so that the team can make a probability-based allocation to
each asset class, incorporating at least parts of each of the
envisaged scenario outcomes. In essence, we invest for the
central, most probable scenario and take cognisance of the
positive and negative tail risks incorporated in two possible
alternative scenarios, a best case and worst case on each side
of a base-case scenario.

Herman van
Papendorp
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SMART BETA AND PASSIVES
Wayne Dennehy is the head of systematic strategies and the
institutional distribution team.
Loftie Botha is a portfolio manager and responsible for
a range of funds that follow systematic strategies, including
index tracking and smart beta funds.
Stanley Bisho recently joined Momentum Investments as
a portfolio manager (Systematic Strategies).

Wayne Dennehy

Loftie Botha

Stanley Bisho

Index tracker funds
With clients becoming increasingly more aware of the negative
impact of fees in the long run and of the risk of their investment
manager severely underperforming the market, the spectacular
growth of tracker funds is set to continue. Momentum Investments’
index funds are suitable for clients who want low-cost exposure to
the local equity and listed property markets as well as certainty that
returns would be in line with the benchmark.
The Momentum Capped SWIX Index Fund gives clients
exposure to the FTSE/JSE Capped Shareholder Weighted All Share
Index, the de facto South African equity market benchmark. We
also offer passive exposure to the listed property market through
the Momentum Real Growth Property Index Fund, which tracks the
broad-based FTSE/JSE All Property Index.

INVESTMENT
Smart beta funds
Our smart beta funds offer the benefits of both traditional and
index investing. These funds aim to achieve benchmark-beating
returns at lower fees than what is associated with traditional
portfolios. Investment decisions are based on objective
fundamental and market data that can be easily quantified, and
hence subjectivity is kept to a minimum.
The Momentum Trending Equity Fund follows a
momentum strategy. The roots of momentum investing are
found in the well-known truisms “the trend is your friend”
and “cut your losses and let your profits run”.
The Momentum Value Equity Fund aims to “buy low and
sell high”. Opportunities often arise due to excessive negative
(or positive) sentiment that creates opportunities for buying
(or selling) shares when share prices are temporarily out of
line with valuations.
The Momentum Quality Equity Fund prefers to invest
in highly profitable and stable companies. It also favours
companies that follow a conservative approach when
reporting earnings.
The Momentum Trending Equity Fund and the
Momentum Value Equity Fund were launched in April 2017
and delivered benchmark-beating returns since inception
over a challenging period in the market. We are confident
that the performance of the Momentum Quality Equity
Fund, launched in August 2021, will follow suit.
Value, momentum and quality styles are cyclical and often
outperform at different points in time. With us, investing is
personal. We therefore encourage clients to blend multiple
investment styles to reduce volatility of their investments
without sacrificing long-term performance.

FIXED INCOME
Ian Scott is the head of fixed income in the Momentum
Investments team. He is the portfolio manager on bond, inflationlinked bond and flexible income mandates. He also takes overall
responsibility for performance and management of the team of
six investment professionals.
Zisanda Gila is a senior money market portfolio manager at
Momentum Investments. She manages over R50-billion in assets
within the fixed income team across the various money market
strategies. Her various roles in the industry over the years have
equipped her with an in-depth understanding of financial markets
coupled with the desire to be the best at her craft, client focus and
maintaining strong relations with institutional clients. She and the
fixed income team bagged multiple Raging Bull Awards for the
Momentum Enhanced Yield Money Market Fund as the “Best South
African interest-bearing short-term fund on a risk-adjusted basis”
over a five-year period.
The fixed income team manages core mandates for clients
across five of the seven yield curves in South Africa. We manage
client assets from short-dated money market funds all the way
up the duration curve to inflation-linked bond funds.
With us, investing is personal
and core to our investment
approach is understanding
clients’ investment objectives.
Our main goal is to keep clients
fully invested and earn real
yields through market cycles
and deliver investment returns
that meet their objectives on a Ian Scott
Zisanda Gila
risk-adjusted basis.

We recognise that the investment journey for clients
is a personal one and therefore require a multitude of
different investment skills to create outcomes that are
relevant and competitive for different client needs.
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One of the most important ways of adding value to clients
is through our asset allocation and portfolio construction
process. As a core fixed income manager, we firstly want to
answer the question we always seem to get from clients: Should
I be invested in cash, bonds or inflation-linked bonds?
We believe we have, through time, built a skillset in firstly
allocating to the correct fixed income asset class, but secondly
also in allocating assets to the correct points on the various
yield curves. Selecting the correct points on the yield curve is as
important as selecting the correct fixed income asset class. It is
no easy task, and the team is always trying to improve and refine
our allocation process.
LISTED PROPERTY
Our listed property capability is an active equity manager with a
primary focus on investing client capital in JSE-listed property
companies and real estate investment trusts (REITs). Our listed
property team manages capital of approximately R2 billion on behalf
of South African retail and institutional clients.
Our investment process is overseen by a talented and
experienced team of real estate investment professionals
with diverse industry-specific backgrounds including fund
management, private equity real estate and direct property
investment research and analysis.
Pelo Manyeneng is head of property and also a portfolio
manager. In his previous role, Manyeneng worked as a co-portfolio
manager and equity analyst for the listed property team within
Momentum Asset Management beginning in 2011. Before joining
Momentum Asset Management, he worked at one of the leading
development finance institutions in South Africa.
Lawrence Koikoi is a co-portfolio manager in the listed
property team. Before joining Momentum Investments, Koikoi
worked at Stanlib Asset Management as a portfolio manager and
equity analyst within the listed property business. Koikoi began
his career at Standard Bank Corporate and Investment Banking
where he spent time in private equity real estate.
Madibana Letsoalo is an equity analyst and assistant portfolio
manager in the team. Prior to joining the team, Letsoalo worked as
a research analyst for JLL, a leading commercial real estate services
company. Letsoalo began her career in the construction industry.
Our people are our greatest assets and together the team is
responsible for the overall management of the portfolios.

Pelo Manyeneng
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That is what investing is
all about – building a
better tomorrow.
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quantitative research analyst and co-portfolio manager, jointly
responsible for setting the strategic asset allocation of portfolios.
He is also responsible for quantitative and statistical support and
evidence to enhance investment decision-making in the multiasset portfolio solutions team and co-manages the Momentum
Shariah Fund.
The three key areas of focus of research that we deem important
to clients and our business are as follows:
Firstly, the broad investment management pillar, which
includes portfolio construction in an evolving world, innovative
investment ideas, responsible investing practices as well as
alternative investment strategies.
The second pillar covers clients, including understanding
the psychological behaviour of clients and the impact on
investment decisions to ultimately nudge them to make
better decisions.
The third pillar covers technology, specifically the application
thereof in either of the other pillars. This would include the use
of Big Data and machine learning techniques to further enhance
the investment research effort and ultimately improve the
RESEARCH HUB
We believe in an evidence-based approach to investing. investment outcomes.
Sound and thorough investment research, coupled with
The focus of the research effort is very much premised on
detailed analytical evidence, goes a long way in finding clients, because with us, investing is personal.
unique investment opportunities and assist with risk
management processes.
Eugene Botha, deputy chief investment officer, oversees
the strategic direction and construction of outcome-based
investing (OBI) client portfolios and manages and sets the
investment research agenda for our dedicated Investment
Research and Innovation Hub, while making sure the research
analysis, innovation and insights are incorporated into the
design and development of world-class industry-relevant
Eugene Botha
Evan Gilbert
Hamza Moosa
portfolio solutions. Botha holds a BSc (Honours) Actuarial
Science degree as well as an MSc Quantitative Risk Management
degree. With more than 16 years of industry experience, CORPORATE PORTFOLIO SOLUTIONS
all spent at Momentum, Botha has been instrumental in Nina Saad is head of institutional portfolio solutions and has 23
developing the outcome-based investing philosophy.
years of experience.
The Investment Research and Innovation Hub provides
Mohammed Sibda is a senior portfolio manager in the
subject-matter expertise on technology trends, knowledge and institutional portfolio solutions team.
strategic innovation management, and industry-specific insights
The Corporate Portfolio Solutions team at Momentum
for the investment management business to the benefit of clients. Investments creates and manages institutional outcome-based
Our research effort is widely entrenched in the business. investment portfolios aligned to an investing philosophy that is
However, the dedicated research team consists of two anchored in a detailed portfolio construction process.
This is underpinned by a thorough analysis of asset classes, a
members, Professor Evan Gilbert and Hamza Moosa.
Professor Evan Gilbert holds a PhD in Finance from the smart investment strategy, an identification of risk premia as well
University of Cambridge. He has worked in both academia as an effective execution of our mandate.
The team is responsible for our comprehensive factor range of
and investment management over the past 20 years. As the
research strategist of the research hub, he is responsible for risk-profiled portfolios and solutions for corporate clients. These
initiating and managing diverse research projects.
portfolios are tailor-made for clients’ specific outcomes.
Client goals are at the heart of building a portfolio in an
Hamza Moosa holds a BSc (Mathematical Sciences) degree
and has 13 years of industry-related experience. He is senior outcome-based philosophy.

Core to the team’s existence is a focus on being a responsible
manager in how we look after client assets and being a trusted
advisor to clients. We do this by investing client capital for the
long term and having a clear focus on managing portfolios
to deliver on clients’ investment outcomes. This outcome is
underpinned by following a disciplined investment process
that is anchored on investing in attractively valued businesses
with great qualities, and which are expected to benefit from
a combination of high-conviction company and industry
specific themes.
We also believe in the practical integration of ESG
processes into our investment process by taking a proactive
stance on ESG. We believe this approach is vital for the
creation of sustainable long-term value for shareholders,
while simultaneously having an immediate and long-term
impact on the society and the environment in which our
portfolio companies operate – all this for the benefit of
future generations.
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The portfolio construction
process has three steps:
Firstly, multi-asset class
for risk management at a
total portfolio level. This
step revolves around setting
the ideal asset allocation on
Nina Saad
Mohammed Sibda a risk-calibrated basis. We
define the asset classes,
typically traditional listed asset classes, both local and global.
It is vital here to gauge and understand the volatility and
interdependencies among asset classes and the expected returns
through different market cycles on a forward-looking basis.
The second step is multi-strategy for consistent returns in
dynamic market conditions. Naturally, there will be periods in
which the asset class will not deliver on the required outcome.
As such, it is necessary to find alternative strategies to include to
improve the certainty of achieving the objective. This increases the
robustness of the portfolio and the probability of delivering on the
outcome. Examples of the different strategies include risk premia
within listed equities, including quality, value and momentum,
and within a fixed interest duration, credit and yield curve.
The third step involves mandate selection. Mandate selection
is for specialists and can significantly add or destroy value within a
portfolio. It is vital to understand investment manager philosophies
in depth to know the potential outcome in various markets. We
typically focus on early-stage investment managers with great
track records and low assets under management. We prefer to
appoint investment managers that integrate ESG factors in their
processes. We only use active mandates where there are specific and
demonstrable net of fee skills; otherwise, we use passive mandates.
With us, investing is personal, as the focus shifts dramatically when
you invest based on achieving a specific goal. The key lies in constructing
the portfolio in the best way to deliver on the chosen objective.
RETAIL PORTFOLIO SOLUTIONS
The Momentum Retail
Portfolio Solutions team
consists of five investment
professionals with more
than 80 years of collective
experience in financial
markets. The team is headed
by Jako de Jager, who has
Jako de Jager
Ronnie Bornman been with the company for
more than 20 years. After
completing his post-graduate studies, he learned and applied
his trade in the traditional multi-management and solution
construction disciplines. He has been instrumental in developing
and implementing new and exciting local and global investment
strategies forming part of our outcome-based solutions.
Ronnie Bornman is the appointed joint portfolio manager
responsible for the range of Momentum retail outcome-based
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solutions. These include the Momentum Focus and Target Fund
of Funds and asset-class-specific funds such as the Momentum
Equity and Momentum Core Equity unit trusts. Bornman has
been with the group for 10 years. Up to 2016, he was in an
integral part of the advice and wealth management team. He
holds a BSc in Mathematical Statistics and Operations Research
and the CFA designation.
The team manages solutions totalling R80 billion of client
assets across a range of investment products and platforms,
including assets housed on the Momentum Metropolitan
Holdings balance sheet. The range of retail-focused fund of
funds and unit trusts account for R18 billion of the total and
spans no less than 13 funds. The team follows an outcomebased investing philosophy. Our portfolios are constructed
and managed based on the client objective, which is built
on the following pillars:
• A pre-determined time horizon
• A fund-specific risk budget where we determine an acceptable
level of risk, which indicates how much capital may be placed
at risk in adverse market conditions. This is usually stipulated
over a rolling 12-month period
• A return objective that we believe is reasonable given the risk
taken and considering market conditions.
Once we have defined the client objective, we apply our
three-step portfolio construction process. This process consists
of selecting the optimal strategic asset allocation where
we carefully combine diversified and differentiated asset
classes for optimum risk management; choosing the most
appropriate investment strategies within each asset class to
enable consistent returns in dynamic market conditions; and
focusing on mandate or manager selection and the optimal
combination of these together with investment mandates.
Our solutions can incorporate passive, active and smartbeta strategies across multiple investment strategies. These
can be combinations of local and global asset classes and
incorporate local and global currencies. The result is the
delivery of a holistic value proposition. 

Momentum Investments is part of Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited, an authorised financial services
and registered credit provider (FSP 6406).

ECONOMIC FORECASTING

THE FORECASTER’S

DILEMMA

In the wake of the Global Financial Crisis, the Queen of England famously asked why
economists failed to foresee the impending disaster. Interestingly, the question is
still relevant today and probably hasn’t received an appropriate answer yet.

T

hroughout history, forecasters have built a long and
distinguished track record of not being able to predict
major economic events. From the Great Depression in
the 1920s to the Covid-19 drawdown in March 2020,
one of the common themes among these significant economic
downturns is that they caught investors by surprise.
However, faced with such a dismal track record, forecasting still
holds a lot of weight in the world of investment management.
In fact, one only needs to tune into Bloomberg TV on the first
Thursday of every month to hear economists fiercely debate what
the next Non-farm Payroll[1] number is going to be.
Before assessing why the track record is so dismal, let us first
consider what exactly forecasting is and who tends to use forecasts.
Economic forecasting is the process used to make economic
predictions. Governments, businesses and investment
professionals use forecasts to help assess policy, budgets, the
health of economies and markets and even estimate the value of
companies and other assets.
Below, we split users of forecasts into three distinct groups:
• Economists use technical economic models to forecast very
specific variables – including inflation and interest rates. Central
bankers would fall into this group.
• Portfolio managers and analysts use forecasts to aid them in
developing forward-looking views on asset classes like equities
and bonds. For instance, an investment analyst might forecast
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how much revenue a company is set to generate to determine
how profitable that company is likely to be.
• Talking heads or the financial press are the third group of users
that use forecasts to generate topical conversations related
to markets.
Importantly, these groups use forecasts for different
reasons. For example, the financial press or talking heads
may use forecasts to generate media content while portfolio
managers use forecasts to aid in the investment decisionmaking process.
This tends to change the level of accuracy and care with which
forecasts are developed because if the press or talking heads
are wrong this may have very few consequences. However, if
portfolio managers use bad forecasts, this tends to result in bad
investment outcomes.
So, where does our need to forecast future events stem from?
Forecasting – a story as old as time
Investment professionals are geared towards developing a
vision of the future so as to plan for it today. In fact, the ability
to anticipate future events is one that has intrigued humans for
thousands of years. And this is for good reason – being able to
successfully predict future events has, throughout history, often
been the difference between life and death.

ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The innate ability of humans to foresee future events is one
of the primary characteristics that has separated people from
other species that may be stronger or faster than us. For example,
without the ability to predict future events, or form a vision of the
likely course of events at the very least, humans would have been
relatively ineffective hunters. Trying to fend off a leopard or outrun
an impala are not nearly as effective as being able to predict where
both those animals are likely to be – either to prepare for the hunt
or ward off a potential attack.
In addition to often being the determinant between life and
death, prediction has made our lives a lot more efficient. For
example, a forager would not spend an entire day examining
every single tree in a forest to determine which ones bore fruit –
our knowledge of the seasons helps us determine where to look
and when.
However, while effective predictive analysis has helped advance
humanity through time, we have often been caught in the trap of
becoming too reliant on the methods and tools we use to aid us in
developing those predictions.
This suggests there is an inherent balance between using
predictive analysis as a useful tool and becoming too reliant on
our ability to foresee future events. An interesting exercise is to take
a look at the history of forecasting through this lens, observing how
humanity has struggled to find this balance through time.
Forecasting – finding the balance
One of the earliest examples of formal forecasting was developed
in ancient Rome and was known as augury, which is the practice of
predicting omens based on the behaviour of birds. At first glance,
this may seem like a futile exercise
but in some ways, it is grounded in
logic. For instance, seagulls have
been known to sense changes in air
pressure that occur before a storm
and as a result their flying patterns
change. Observing these flying
patterns may have helped predict
changes in the weather. However, there is evidence that reliance
on augury was taken too far. As an example of this, the ancient
Romans observed the eating patterns of chickens to determine an
army’s fortunes during a military excursion; it is difficult to see how
this information would be considered useful.
Another example of early forecasting that was developed
around the same time as augury is called sortilege which involves
making predictions from items drawn at random from a collection
– like sticks or stones.
Probably the most popular form of symbolic forecasting
through time is astrology. Though today astrology is largely
considered a pseudoscience, during Nicolaus Copernicus’ lifetime,
astrology and astronomy were considered parts of a broader
subject that was known as the “science of the stars”. In fact, at

the time, the terms astrologer, astronomer and mathematician
meant virtually the same thing and they generally referred to
someone who studied the heavens using maths. Copernicus
went on to write On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres,
which posited that the earth rotated around the sun and not
the other way around, by-and-large one of the most significant
advances in human history.
These early examples show how forecasting has been
ingrained in human thought for millennia. However, the
practice became a more formalised tool when Sir Isaac Newton
first developed the mathematical discipline of calculus. This
was a major step forward that added substantial credence
to the practice of forecasting as it provided a framework for
modelling systems that change. In a relatively short space of
time following the development of calculus, statistical analysis
and probability theory were formalised and in the early 20th
century, Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher built the foundations of
modern statistical science.
Today, modern statistical analysis is one of the key
disciplines that underpins the practice of economic
forecasting which is widely used across the world. In contrast
to statistical analysis, economic forecasting has not garnered
the same acclaim, largely because of the track record it has
developed. With that in mind, let us take a look at some of
the great forecasting blunders.
A history of forecasting blunders
Indeed, most people with even a passing interest in financial
markets will remember some of the great market downturns
in history, from the most recent
Covid-19 drawdown to the Global
Financial Crisis in 2008 and even
the Tech Bubble Burst at the turn
of the millennium.
However, one period of economic
turmoil that stands out among the
pack was the Great Depression in
the 1920s. Research performed by Mathy and Stekler (2016) that
analysed news and media statements by popular forecasters
leading up to the Depression, shows that most of them failed to
predict the economic downturn. In fact, to this day, economists
still disagree about the causes of the crash.
Interestingly, one study produced by the IMF analyses over
150 recessions across the world from 1992 to 2014 and finds
that economists failed to predict most of these. But, it is not
just recessions that have received dismal forecasts. Research
by Dovern and Jannsen (2015) shows that economists tend to
systemically mis-forecast GDP growth. In addition, it is not just
the economists that have received a bad rap for their forecasting
ability. In 2019, FactSet reported that over a period of five years,
72% of S&P 500 companies beat earnings forecasts.

In addition to often being the
determinant between life and
death, prediction has made
our lives a lot more efficient.

[1] Non-farm Payrolls (NFP) are monthly measurements of how many workers there are in the US, excluding farm workers, government workers, private households and nonprofit employees. It is one of the most widely used statistics to measure the health of the US economy at any point.

ECONOMIC FORECASTING

There is a difference between
forecasting and developing
a view of the future.

But why are we so bad at forecasting?
Economic forecasting is difficult for two reasons.
Firstly, as shown above, we have been obsessed with
trying to predict the future for thousands of years, but
it is a virtually impossible task to get right. Secondly,
economies are complex. With so many moving parts,
it is difficult to know what information is relevant and
what is just noise.
There tend to be three factors that generally result
in poor forecasts which we detail below:
Historical data. Economic models describe how an
economy fits together through a series of equations
and these equations depend on historical data. For
example, to form a forecast of the unemployment
rate in a year’s time, you need to know what the
unemployment rate is today and probably what
the unemployment rate has been over a few years.
However, if the economy has changed substantially,
those historical estimates may not be relevant. This
makes it difficult to forecast from the past.
Psychology. Like all people, forecasters have
inherent psychological biases. Some of these biases
include the tendency to look for evidence that
confirms what is thought to be correct, anchoring to
certain beliefs too strongly and assuming that the
current state of affairs in the world will not change. As
a result, psychological biases make for bad forecasts,
because these biases are not grounded in logic.
Complexity. As previously mentioned, the
business of developing economic forecasts is tricky
not only because it involves making judgements
about the future but because markets and
economies are incredibly complex. To account for
this, economic models are often as complex and
easy to misunderstand.
A combination of these three factors makes the
business of forecasting incredibly difficult, and yet
we are still reliant on economic forecasts to form
investment views. In fact, to this day economic
forecasts form an integral part of the portfolio
management process.
Reliance on forecasts
Given the track record of economic forecasting
blunders through time it is easy to assume that the
entire process of making economic forecasts is futile.
But this tends to be a crude assessment. For example,
central bankers use a variety of different economic
models that forecast the future path of inflation in
an economy so that they can set monetary policy
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accordingly. Without those models, they would still need to make
a call on the future level of inflation in an economy so they can
set interest rates accordingly. Using the models here helps make
those decisions.
Similarly, forecasts are used extensively by investment analysts
and portfolio managers for two reasons. Firstly, they help analysts
form expectations about sectors, industries and markets which
ultimately lend themselves to the portfolio construction process.
Secondly, they are used to estimate valuations of specific securities
including equities, fixed income and alternative assets. For example,
a fundamental equity portfolio manager may develop a model that
forecasts the profitability of a certain
company over time. Without making
use of forecasting, equity portfolio
managers would be hard-pressed
to determine which stocks to buy
and sell in their portfolios because
they don’t have an estimate of how
profitable those companies are
likely to be.
Forecasts are used to develop future market and assetspecific expectations. As a result, trying to do either of these
things without making use of predictions becomes an extremely
difficult task. This leaves us in a somewhat awkward position. On
the one hand we are saying that forecasting is a futile exercise
because it tends to be wrong. And on the other hand, we are
saying that forecasting forms an integral part of the portfolio
management process.
So, where’s the sweet spot? Or more specifically, how do
managers use forecasts responsibly to construct portfolios?
As a preamble, it is important to note that there is a difference
between trying to forecast the future and accepting markets as
they are today. For instance, portfolio managers that use valuations
are trying to understand a number of factors. These include the
robustness of a company’s balance sheet; how much market
share the business can gain going forward and how consistent
dividend payments will be. Developing robust forecasts helps
portfolio managers gauge these very important factors that aid in
differentiating good investments from bad ones.

Firstly, it is important to exercise humility when using
forecasts to develop market expectations. It is impossible
to know everything and the chances of being wrong are
substantial. This can, at times, be the reason that many funds we
look at rate negatively, simply because managers overestimate
their ability to forecast accurately.
Secondly, not everything needs to be a forecast. That is, it is
often not necessary to develop explicit forecasts either because
they will have an invariable effect on the value of a portfolio
or because they are just irrelevant. Knowing which markets,
asset classes or industries you need to develop a future view
on helps in determining which kinds
of forecasts to pay attention to.
Thirdly, it is important to
understand and accept where your
area of expertise lies. For example,
when constructing a multi-fund
portfolio, a large portion of the
forecasting task is essentially
delegated to the underlying managers. And this makes sense
– the managers are closer to specifics related to the securities
they invest in.
Lastly, the primary mitigator of forecasting errors is
diversification. It pays to be exposed to a broad range of views
and not bound to a narrow set of forecasts. Allocating to
managers that see the world differently helps mitigate against
the uncertainty of the future.
Ultimately, humanity has been forecasting for a while and
getting it wrong more than we get it right. However, we are
still reliant on forecasts because they help us sort through and
rationalise a complex trove of information. It is understandable
that the uncertainty associated with markets is often difficult to
stomach. In addition, it is even
more difficult to commit capital
to a wide range of assets and
not be in control of that capital.
However, there are processes
that can be put in place to
alleviate this uncertainty.
These include picking
financial advisors that do not
overreact to short-term news
and diversify across a range of
different asset classes as well
as finding portfolio managers
that are keenly aware of
their forecasting inability. A
combination of these two factors Matthew Molyneux,
aids in fostering more certainty Investment Analyst,
Fundhouse
in an uncertain world. 

Rather than using forecasts to
foresee future events, we need
to accept that, as investors, we
will never be rid of uncertainty.

Forecasts – use responsibly
The first thing to accept is that global markets are fraught with
uncertainty. And, this is difficult, virtually impossible, to escape.
Rather than using forecasts to foresee future events we need to
accept that as investors we will never be rid of uncertainty. This
leads to an interesting conclusion – there is a difference between
forecasting and developing a view of the future. By accepting
this axiom there are certain precautions we can take when using
forecasts that help us avoid anchoring to certain views or narrowly
positioning a portfolio for a predetermined outcome.
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OFFSHORE INVESTMENT

Offshore ETFs:
their place in your clients’ retirement portfolios

T

he worldwide investment landscape offers South
African investors a much wider range of possibilities
for a diversified, robust retirement savings portfolio.
For clients seeking greater choice and more security,
exchange traded funds (ETFs) and linked investment service
provider (LISP) platforms should be strong contenders for
consideration, offering an efficient, cost-effective entry into a
global investment universe.
Retiring in two steps
It is well known that few South Africans can afford to retire
comfortably. The goal is to accrue a capital base large enough to
draw sufficient income from post-retirement. So, as step one, it
is imperative to assess a client’s reasonable income replacement
ratio. The more time a person has to save, the less they need to save
to achieve a given income replacement ratio.
Given only a small portion of South Africans are able to retire
comfortably, it is safe to assume that most South Africans are either
starting too late or not saving enough. Intermediaries can play a
pivotal role in helping clients set the right target and structure their
financial affairs to save adequately. Offshore investments should
be part of the planning process.
Step two is determining how the investments within a
retirement savings vehicle or wrapper will be managed in order
to deliver inflation-beating returns.
These investments need to comply with Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act. There are typically two broad approaches:
1. Investing in one or more Regulation 28 compliant multi-asset
funds, where the investment manager of each balanced fund
will decide on the investment approach and asset allocation to
ensure compliance with Regulation 28;
2. Constructing a Regulation 28 compliant portfolio using specialist
funds (typically providing exposure to a particular asset class),
thereby allowing greater control of the investment approach
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and asset allocation. Note: this approach would require more
frequent monitoring of compliance to Regulation 28.
Investing offshore
Offshore investments can constitute up to 30% of a Regulation 28
compliant portfolio, with an additional allowance of 10%, which
can be invested in the rest of Africa. This 30% provides an obvious
opportunity to diversify away from the risk of our local market and
access investment opportunities that are not available in South
Africa. However, while opportunity offshore abounds, there’s also
potentially more chance of getting those investments “wrong”.
ETFs provide a prudent way to mitigate this risk. They typically
provide broad market exposure to a particular asset class (equities,
bonds, etc).
Research has overwhelmingly shown that, after costs, investors
typically outperform the average investor by some margin due to
the cost advantage of these products. This is a classic opportunity
cost problem; either take the additional risk of trying to outperform
a benchmark – which will cost more and could result in significant
underperformance – or put the odds in your favour of outperforming
most funds on a net of fees basis by tracking an index.
Some active fund managers are able to outperform their
benchmarks and indexes. However, overwhelming research
shows that fewer managers are doing so, and the frequency of
the outperformance over various time periods or through different
investment cycles is also on the decline.
The inclusion of ETFs on LISPs
Recent innovations in the LISP market have allowed the inclusion
of ETFs on the platforms where most investors’ retirement savings
are administered. This is ideal for investors wishing to adopt other
investment strategies or themes over and above asset allocation.
It is now possible for an investor (or their financial advisor)
to include ETFs along with unit trusts seamlessly within a single
portfolio on a LISP platform, thereby providing increased choice and

OFFSHORE INVESTMENT

The more time a person
has to save, the less
they need to save to
achieve a given income
replacement ratio.
granularity within the offshore investment opportunity set. ETFs
are a more efficient vehicle to bring new investment strategies to
market and solve the Achilles’ heel of unit trusts – small fund size.

The additional benefit of offshore investing
An additional benefit of offshore investments, apart from the
higher growth developed markets have delivered over the last
10 years, is that in rand terms, they have offered an extra layer
of diversification and protection when global markets have sold
off. These periods are typically accompanied by a weakening of
the rand, which has had the effect of cushioning any losses in
offshore assets.
The range of offerings within South Africa has been somewhat
limited (90 ASISA Global Equity General vs 177 ASISA SA Equity
General unit trusts). For investors seeking greater choice in
constructing the offshore component of their retirement savings
portfolio, the introduction of ETFs to LISP platforms increases the
investment choice efficiently and cost-effectively.

Upcoming megatrends
As a result, ETF issuers like Satrix have been able to roll out a
wide variety of global investment strategies, which would not
have been possible with unit trusts alone. Beyond providing
broad asset class exposure in the form of ETFs tracking
MSCI World, MSCI Emerging Markets or Bloomberg Global
Aggregate, an increasing range of investment options operate
in the thematic space.
These are longer-term megatrends, which are likely to shape
markets for the foreseeable future. They include:
• Shifting economic power – the rise of new
economic centres of power, especially in
eastern markets.
• Technological breakthrough – the increasing
influence of technology in our daily lives
from an information/communication (eg
Alphabet and Meta) and services (eg Airbnb
and Uber) perspective and from a medical
technological breakthrough perspective. The
companies pioneering and commercialising
these breakthroughs have the potential to be
uncorrelated from the prevailing economic
cycle, adding the potential for further
diversification.
• Climate change and resource scarcity
– we will see increased awareness and
the adoption of sustainability-focused
investment strategies, which consider
environmental, social and governance (ESG)
criteria or aim to make a positive impact in Kingsley Williams,
the process of delivering a return.
Chief Investment Officer, Satrix

Gielie de Swardt, Head of Retail
Distribution, Sanlam Investments
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ESTATE PLANNING

Wills and the
Global Investor
Does one worldwide will suffice?

I

t is becoming more common for people to “not keep all their
eggs in one basket” and to rather diversify their investments
into jurisdictions outside of South Africa. While this is deemed
to be financial savvy, it does raise the question about what will
happen when you pass away while owning assets offshore. Are the
foreign assets covered by a local South African Will? Do you need a
Will for each country? Or will one “worldwide Will” do.
The quick answer is that there is no one-size-fits-all solution,
and it depends on the country in which the offshore assets are
held, says Sarah Love, a fiduciary practitioner at Private Client
Trust, a division of Private Client Holdings.
According to Love, the starting point in any multi-jurisdictional
estate planning is to first take stock and establish what you are
dealing with – gaining a clear understanding of which countries
hold which assets and in what form. Also, important to note is that
assets held within wrappers and life policies are not governed by
the Will but rather the beneficiary nomination.
Many countries either follow the Anglo Saxon or English rules
of inheritance while many of the European countries follow civil
law. Those rules also found their way to the colonies that the
country in question settled. For example, many West African
colonies adopted the French Napoleonic code whereas those
settled by the English would have adopted the Anglo-Saxon
rules. Interestingly in South Africa we have a hybrid of the
Roman Dutch law and Anglo Saxon.
In some countries forced heirship is applied. This means that
your freedom to dispose of those assets is restricted to a formula
depending on who your next-of-kin are and advice should be
taken as this may be excluded in certain circumstances.
“In instances where a country’s laws differ from our own here
in South Africa, or where immovable property is owned, having
a separate Will dealing specifically with the assets held in that
country may be the best approach. This is particularly important
if you want to avoid lengthy estate administration delays,” says

Sarah Love CFP® FPSA®
is a member of FISA
Love. “Once it is known how each country approaches heirship
and Wills, one can draw up an appropriate Will or multiple Wills
as required.”
However, Elmien Pols, a fiduciary practitioner at Private
Client Trust, cautions that separate offshore Wills must be
aligned to the South African Will, otherwise the process can
still become incredibly complex and frustrating.
“Absolute care should be taken when drafting multiple Wills
so that they do not contradict or revoke each other,” says Pols.
“In other words, the Wills should not refer to the same assets
otherwise they may unintentionally create ambiguity and
attention should be paid to the revocation clause to ensure
that you don’t accidentally cancel another jurisdiction’s Will.
Also be careful of leaving out any jurisdictions – for example,
the Isle of Man is not in the United Kingdom, so your UK Will
would not cover assets held there.”
If you are ordinarily a resident in South Africa, your worldwide
estate will be liable for Estate Duty. There are limited double
taxation agreements in place so one would need to factor this
in your estate planning to ensure your assets are held in an
efficient manner.
Love advises that if you have assets in multiple jurisdictions,
it is crucial to get advice from a fiduciary practitioner, who can
give you the counsel you need and pull in the relevant expertise
from each country to ensure that there will be no problems with
your estate after you pass.
The value of seeking a professional fiduciary practitioner cannot
be overlooked as each of the Wills must be properly worded so as
not to create any grey areas. It is essential that multiple Wills are
thoroughly reviewed to ensure they are not contradictory and
align with the rules and regulations of each jurisdiction.
“There is no one-size-fits-all solution and so getting
professional advice to guide you through your specific
circumstances is crucial,” concludes Love.

To have all your fiduciary questions answered please do not hesitate to contact Sarah Love
and Elmien Pols at trusts@privateclient.co.za or call 021 671 1220.
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PRIVATE CLIENT HOLDINGS IS AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER.
The licenses we hold with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) are: Private Client Holdings – FSP 613,
Private Client Portfolios – FSP 399 78 and Private Client Wealth Management – FSP 399 79.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

Gaining Trust in a Conflicted Investment
Industry Starts with Openness
While regulations govern how conflicts of interests between clients and financial services providers
need to be managed, firms only have one choice: put the customer first, or eventually fail.

T

he financial services industry is a hotbed of inherent selfinterests that constantly pit clients’ needs against those
of the business. Effectively navigating the tensions
between professional values and the economics of
an organisation begins with a deliberate strategy to be fully
transparent with customers right at the onset of the relationship.
A firm’s longevity depends on the success – and trust – of its
clients. A survey of US adults by global research firm Morning
Consult found that investment and wealth management
companies experienced the biggest loss of trust among financial
services firms over the past year, as markets and economies
experienced unprecedented uncertainty and volatility because
of the coronavirus pandemic. Traditional ways of nurturing
relationships through regular face-to-face interactions have also
been disrupted by the Covid-19 outbreak.
Investors seek to grow their wealth or the pension fund
assets they help oversee at the highest possible rate and lowest
cost. The advisors or fund managers hired to help them reach
these financial goals have an added responsibility: they need to
make money for themselves or the firms they represent through
consulting charges, commissions on product sales, performance
fees or increasing funds under management.
Many financial services companies run an array of
operations, all under the same umbrella. These could include
asset managers, private equity or real estate funds, investment
consulting businesses aimed at big institutional investors,
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tied financial advisors targeting individuals, life and short-term
insurance, banking or even brokerages. While cross-selling
opportunities abound, so do the risks of not doing what is suitable
for customers.
While South African regulations recognise the industry’s
intrinsic conflicts, failing to communicate and regularly emphasise
these to clients could lead to significant reputational harm,
misunderstandings or withdrawals.
The General Code of Conduct for Authorised Financial
Services Providers and their representatives requires that any
personal interest that could lead to a potential conflict be
avoided. Providers must disclose if, for some or other reason, this
isn’t possible. All reasonable steps need to be taken to mitigate
the conflict of interest to treat the client fairly.
These disclosures don’t invalidate the role of a financial services
provider. They are customary and generally accepted industry
practices to ensure that an investor or the board of trustees of a
pension fund are comfortable with the position of conflict. Trustees
must ensure that the situation doesn’t undermine their governance
structures and decide whether to go ahead.
Like most other financial services companies, Novare Holdings
has adopted a conflict-of-interest management policy, which, as its
guiding principle, clearly spells out that the welfare of our clients
must always come before those of the business. The group offers
real estate funds with exposure to sub-Saharan Africa, impact
investments, actively managed investments allocated to external

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

money managers (typically hedge funds) and investment
consulting across a range of asset classes.
A governing body appraises all contracts upon inception
and regularly afterwards to ensure that the company’s different
businesses operate objectively toward our clients, free from bias.
There are many situations where potential conflicts can arise.
An unscrupulous asset manager could decide to make a profit or
avoid a loss for the firm at a client’s expense, desire an outcome or
service that clashes with the customer’s needs or even favour one
client over another.
Clients can guard against some of these risks by engaging
investment managers as long-term partners, where clear
roles and responsibilities for all parties are outlined right
from the start. Investors should regularly assess their
managers against their mandates, peers, benchmarks and
the set targets and metrics. Compensation structures must
align with the financial goals of both parties, be transparent
and easily understood by all.
Avoid financial services providers that don’t have a conflict-ofinterest management policy. Agreements must be open to regular
scrutiny, with the ability to evolve with changing circumstances.
Policies are meaningless if not implemented and demonstrated
in each interaction with a client – clearly and boldly, not in the
fine print.
If an advisor recommends a group product to a client or board
of trustees, the reasoning must be justifiable, comparable and

backed up by data. On the flip side, if an investment advisor
believes a client will be better off by withdrawing funds from
the group and placing these with another fund or manager, that
person should feel empowered to do so without fear of backlash.
Trust is the bedrock of the financial services industry, which
plays a crucial role in an economy’s growth and development.
The pandemic has made most consumers poorer, posing risks to
the savings industry as unemployment increases and consumers
cut costs. South African savings as a
percentage of gross domestic product
fell to 14.8% last year, the lowest level
since 1998, and compared with a global
average of 22%, according to data
compiled by the World Bank.
A higher savings rate is crucial to
accelerating economic growth, as this
capital is put to productive use by financing
investments, infrastructure developments,
lending, or even corporate expansion
strategies. Confidence is the underlying
force that binds all this together. Financial
services firms exist because of their clients.
Doing good by them is the most credible
way of building a thriving savings and
investments culture and a prosperous,
Ola Leepile, CEO of
Novare Holdings
sustainable business.

INVESTMENT

Little sense pitting
value against
growth: they perform
different roles
Growth is structural, value is tactical

T

o compare the merits of value investing with growth
investing is to neglect their fundamental differences,
according to Gerrit Smit, head of the equity management
team, manager of the award-winning Stonehage Fleming
Global Best Ideas Equity Fund.
“One is tactical, while the other is structural”, said Smit, speaking
to clients at the Global Best Ideas – Update and Outlook webinar
recently. “Tactical opportunities lie in value investing. They happen
on a frequent basis, relative to growth investing”. He cited the end
of 2020 as an example to illustrate his point.
“At the end of 2020 through to the beginning of 2021, strong
economic recovery offered many value investment opportunities
which were very useful to shorter-term investors. Announcements
around President Biden’s proposed infrastructure programme
and the forthcoming vaccine solutions allowed investors to ride
a wave of renewed confidence and take advantage of value
opportunities,” explained Smit.
The drawback to this type of investing, he went on, is that
these investment opportunities tend to be shorter-lived. “These
tactical, value investment opportunities may not be sustainable
for much more than a year or so, in my opinion,” he explained.

“They can add good value at times but necessitate much more
active trading, bringing with it more chance of mistiming.”
For growth investors, equity investment is about investing
for structural organic growth over time. “Now that most of the
recovery phase has largely run its course and economies are in
an expansionary phase, growth investors are well positioned
to exploit those long-term structural growth themes that they
believe in,” said Smit.
Of course, things can go wrong for growth investors, as they
focus on the longer term, clarified Smit. “It may be, for example,
that they aren’t quite prepared for the advent of a new technology
replacing a current technology. Primarily, though, equity investing
is about owning a business for organic growth. Short-term
volatility, therefore, is less relevant, apart from creating another
strategic investing opportunity.”
As a result, it makes little sense,
argued Smit, to sacrifice growth
investing in favour of value investing
as a strategy for longer-term equity
investing. “Growth is structural, value
is tactical.”

Disclaimer. This article has been prepared for information only. The opinions and views expressed on any third party are for information
purposes only and are subject to change without notice. While every effort is made to ensure that the information provided is accurate and
up to date, some of the information may be rendered inaccurate in the future due to any changes.
All investments risk the loss of capital. The value of investments may go down as well as up and, you may not receive back the full value of your
initial investment. Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may affect the value of investments. We do not intend for this information
to constitute advice or investment research and it should not be relied on as such to enter a transaction or for any investment decision.
Issued by Stonehage Fleming Investment Management Limited (SFIM). SFIM is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (ref:
194382) and registered with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (South Africa) as a Financial Services Provider (FSP No: 46194). Affiliates of SFIM
are authorised and regulated in Jersey by the Jersey Financial Services Commission (“JFSC”) for financial services business. This document has been
approved for use in Jersey. It has also been approved for issue by Stonehage Fleming SA which is regulated in Switzerland by SO-FIT.
© Copyright Stonehage Fleming 2022. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted, on any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without prior written permission.

Gerrit Smit, Head of Global Equity
Management, Stonehage Fleming
Investment Management
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ESG ENGAGEMENT

Six key themes for
active ownership
in 2022
Andy Howard, global head of sustainable investment, and Kimberley Lewis, Schroders’
head of active ownership, explain key engagement themes they are focused on.

A

longside fund managers and sustainable investment
analysts here at Schroders, these are the key areas we’re
planning to focus on.

ESG ENGAGEMENT THEMES TO WATCH
Climate change has dominated headlines, particularly in
the run-up to COP26. This will continue, but the Schroders
sustainable investment team expects 2022 to see a bigger focus
on social issues, including human capital management, human
rights, diversity and inclusion.
We also expect to focus on biodiversity and natural resource
constraints, as the environmental agenda broadens beyond a
climate focus.
1. Climate
Demand for action and transparency over climate change
commitments is at an all-time high. At the start of 2021, we wrote to
FTSE 350 chairs asking for them to publish transition plans, and we
expanded that engagement to Europe and the US. We will continue
to ask portfolio companies to establish targets, focusing on the
most exposed companies.
Schroders has itself committed to transitioning towards net
zero and the influence we can apply through engagement will be
critical to delivering that goal.

As the chart below makes clear, human impacts on the
environment have been accelerating at an alarming rate. The
topics of biodiversity and natural resource constraints will become
increasingly segmented.
At Schroders, our research team’s attention is already
zooming in on issues such as deforestation, sustainable food and
agriculture and waste management. As well as initiating our own
engagements, we’ll be collaborating to encourage firms to disclose
how material natural capital risks may affect operations.
3. Human capital management
Human capital management has been thrown into relief by the
pandemic, for example in relation to policies on working from home,
and health and safety as well as well being within the workforce.
Much attention will be paid to the gig economy and nontraditional work patterns that have increased in recent years.
While we recognise that changing work patterns can bring
many benefits and are likely to continue, companies directly or
indirectly reliant on those workers will need to ensure they take
responsibility for their treatment.
We wrote to companies early in the crisis, and have followed
up subsequently, to express our support for those ensuring their
workers and other stakeholders are protected as far as possible.
With many economies stuttering towards more normal
functioning, it’s important that those priorities are retained.

2. Biodiversity and natural resource constraints
4. Diversity and inclusion
Diversity and inclusion will continue to feature prominently in our
engagement activity and will be a strong theme of its own for 2022
and beyond.
Historically, throughout the industry, diversity engagement
focused on gender diversity at board level.
We plan to continue to push for an expansion of this topic
both vertically and horizontally, ie down through executive teams
and management to the wider workforce and across diversity
dimensions including race, socioeconomic and LGBT.

ESG ENGAGEMENT

5. Human rights
We believe it is important to consider the theme of human
rights through the lens of the impact that companies can have
on rights holders.
This includes workers – such as through the supply chain,
communities – such as through the impact of their operations,
and consumers – through the products and services they provide.
This year marked the 10-year anniversary of the adoption of
the UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights (UNGPs).
These are a set of guidelines for states and companies to prevent
and address human rights abuses committed in business
operations.
Engagement is necessary to drive and scale up the adoption
and implementation of the UNGPs over the next 10 years.
Increasingly there are also issues around digital rights, such
as misinformation and privacy concerns, which will continue to
come into play under the social banner.
Access to medicines has also been hugely important during
the pandemic.
GOVERNANCE, OVERSIGHT AND THE AGM SEASON
6. Governance
The sixth theme the active ownership team is focused on in 2022
is governance, which underpins all ESG themes.
We expect increased scrutiny of voting records and shareholder
resolutions, especially on climate. Other trends include the rise of
“Say on Climate” votes on AGM agendas, shareholder proposals on
race issues and the growth in sustainability metrics in reporting.
To achieve the sustainable outcomes that are in the best
interests of society and stakeholders, a constructive dialogue
between boards and investors is a powerful tool.
Therefore, we will be hosting a series of conversations with nonexecutive directors to understand their thinking on these topics. 

In the UK, for example, a review of ethnic diversity on boards
called the Parker Review challenged FTSE 100 firms to hit a “one by
2021” target first set in 2016 by 2021. The latest update showed
37% of companies surveyed did not have any ethnic minority
representation on their boards.
In November 2021, Schroders wrote to FTSE 100 chairs
on the topic and from 2022 the business will vote against the
nominations committee chair of any FTSE 100 company that has
not met the requirement.

Andy Howard, Global
Head of Sustainable
Investment, Schroders

Kimberley Lewis,
Head of Active
Ownership, Schroders
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

CRYPTO – THERE IS MORE
TO IT THAN MEETS THE EYE
Whenever the topic of crypto arises in an investment conversation, one of the most common
reservations undoubtedly will be that cryptos are just too risky to even consider. This notion
should however be challenged. By Hugo van Veen, CIO, SwissOne Capital AG.

W

hen crypto is viewed in the context of a single
investment then it certainly should be regarded
as a high-risk investment due to the significant
amount of capital at risk. However, when crypto
is viewed in the context of a portfolio and blended with other
assets, then the risks are not only reduced, but in fact the
risk is lower than traditional assets. This may seem like an
outrageous claim, but the claim has mathematical integrity
in its reasoning.
The assertions about crypto being risky all pivot on how we
define and view risk. In traditional markets where the market
movements are more pedestrian, risk is measured as volatility, or
possible drawdowns. This is a fairly accurate representation of risk
as asset prices behave in a symmetric way that follows the normal
bell-curve distribution of returns. This principally means that the
upside and downside returns are fairly equal.

However, when an asset starts demonstrating exponential
returns that are multiples of capital invested, then this measure of
risk no longer applies. This price characteristic of outsized returns
relative to capital invested is called asymmetry. The asymmetry
exists because the downside is capped to full capital loss, but the
upside is virtually unlimited.
In traditional markets where returns are small compared to
crypto, annualised returns are a fairly accurate and intuitive
metric. When returns are measured in multiples of capital such
as in crypto markets, this is also an inaccurate representation, as
the enormous effect of compound interest is not captured. For
instance, an asset showing 80% annualised returns will only yield
half the performance of an asset yielding 100% annualised returns
over five years. Therefore, returns are also better described using
an absolute return measurement.
The ultimate objective of any portfolio is to combine assets
that will achieve a defined measure
of risk, while delivering the highest
possible returns. To achieve this most
effectively, the most desirable assets
for the portfolio will be the assets that
exhibit the highest returns relative to
the lowest risk. This asset characteristic
exactly describes crypto to be the most
desirable asset.
A more valid approach of measuring risk in these circumstances is to define the ratio of upside returns versus quantum of loss, or the
Coupled with the additional quality,
risk-return ratio. Sharpe Ratio attempts to capture this characteristic, but is again constrained to normal distribution price behaviour
typical of traditional assets, and therefore falls short in accurately describing the risk.
that crypto will exhibit uncorrelated
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that crypto is a single asset class. The term crypto, Bitcoin
and Ethereum are used synonymously and interchangeably to
mean the same thing. This is certainly not the case. There are
crypto assets that will be used for very specific use cases, such
as medium of exchange, NFT or Metaverse, and it is expected
that the price behaviour will also be different longer term.

When the absolute return measured relative to the maximum expected loss is viewed as a
ratio, it is evident that crypto is on a different scale to traditional assets.

return to traditional assets, which lowers the portfolio risk even
further, crypto is simply an asset class that cannot be ignored
when constructing well-balanced portfolios. The ultimate risk of
crypto will boil down to the allocation within the portfolio. Only a
very small allocation to crypto will achieve the possibility of very
large returns to the portfolio, while only have the small allocation
amount at risk.
The above analysis is largely contingent on cryptos’ ability to
show similar future exponential performances. The total crypto
market capitilisation of US$3-trillion is still relatively small, and still
has potential for growth.

Crypto universe coin market capitalisation.

Crypto asset classes by market capitalisation.

Global market capitalisation comparison.

However, this gives a skewed picture as the crypto universe
is completely dominated by Bitcoin and Ethereum, which
account for 60% of the entire market capitalisation. There are
over 2 000 crypto coins and 99% of these cryptos have market
caps less than US$10-billion. It is evident that most crypto
assets are still in a very nascent stage, and opportunities for
electrifying growth that has been observed in the last five
years are still possible.
Within the crypto universe there are also very different and
uncorrelated opportunities. It is a common misconception

In conclusion, it should be apparent that when assets are
showing performance returns in multiples of capital invested,
then the normal metrics of risk (volatility) and returns
(annualised returns) need to be adjusted. It is not possible
to apply traditional finance metrics to an asset class that
behaves so differently in performance.When using a different
measure, crypto is a sensible investment within the context
of a balanced portfolio.
With the added features of uncorrelated, long-term
behaviour, behaviour, the prospect of spectacular returns
and multiple asset classes within crypto, it becomes a very
compelling addition to a portfolio. Crypto as an asset class is
becoming increasingly difficult to ignore. 
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EXCEPTIONAL OUTCOMES
The FPI Financial Planner of the Year award is the highest accolade bestowed on financial planners in South
Africa, and it represents the very pinnacle of the profession. Blue Chip caught up with the winner of the 2021
award, Ryan McCaughey CFP®, executive head of financial advisory firm Hewett Wealth, Western Cape branch.
Ryan, congratulations! After a gruelling competition, you have
been awarded the FPI Financial Planner of Year 2021. What does
winning the award mean to you?
Thank you. I feel incredibly honoured to be awarded the FPI
Financial Planner of the Year award 2021. In fairness, receiving this
award has a lot to do with my incredible team at Hewett Wealth –
we can be proud of what we have achieved as a team.
This is my second year of taking part in the FPI Financial Planner of
the Year competition; last year I made it through to the second round.
I thoroughly enjoyed the journey, the process and competing against
like-minded individuals within the financial planning community.
What was your motivation for entering the Financial Planner of
the Year award?
I entered the competition for a number of reasons. By nature, I am
generally a competitive individual and by entering the FPI Financial
Planner of the Year award it gave me the opportunity to see where
I rank against the best in the industry and enhance my service
offering to our clients.
I formed an integral part in developing Hewett Wealth’s strategy,
systems, procedures and policies and growing the business to
where it is today.
By entering this competition, I was able to see how Hewett
Wealth ranks relative to its peers. It afforded us the opportunity to
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enhance our value proposition as we learn and in turn thus enhance
our service offering to our clients. I also feel that the industry will
benefit from our “tried and tested” processes and procedures, in turn
enhancing the IFA reputation and industry in general.
You hold a BCom Honours degree in Financial Analysis from
Stellenbosch University. You have worked as an investment
portfolio analyst, equity analyst, a portfolio manager with listed
and independent asset managers and are currently a director
and executive head of Hewett Wealth, Western Cape branch.
Besides winning the FPI award, what has been the highlight of
your career?
I have thoroughly enjoyed my financial service journey up to this
point. Each aspect in its own part has played a vital role in shaping
the financial planner I am today. If I had to single out a highlight
it would be taking the leap to become a financial planner and
establishing the Hewett Wealth Western Cape branch.
We set out to establish a truly independent, professional
financial planning and advisory business focused on ensuring
exceptional outcomes for clients over the long term. Five years
in we can be proud of what we have achieved as a team. We have
established a truly independent advisory business, with a national
footprint, without compromising the integrity of the advice
process and client experience.

What do you consider as the most important trait of an accomplished
financial advisor?
Over and above obtaining a professional qualification such as a Certified
Financial Planner®, I would say that an important trait for a financial
planner would be to truly be yourself. Some aspect of your life story
will resonate with your client and/or colleagues. This common ground
is so powerful when establishing a lasting relationship with your clients.
You want to create an environment where your client becomes part
of “your” family from generation to generation, incorporating their
personal, business and trust affairs where applicable.

Ryan with his wife after winning the award.

What changes would you like to see in the industry?
Building a professional financial planning and advisory business
should always start with the client in mind – a clear focus on
ensuring exceptional outcomes for clients over the long term
and delivering an all-inclusive client experience.
I would like to see a greater emphasis placed on
professionalism (Certified Financial Planner®) when dealing
with client’s financial affairs. Secondly, I would like to see
the industry move towards a more sustainable and mutually
beneficial business model, including the move away from the
upfront revenue model.
As this year’s FPI ambassador, how will you use this platform
to motivate change?
The year 2021 has been a challenging and unusual one for us all,
and for many of us it has placed significant stress on our practices.
It is important to focus on what you can control and not focus on
those items that are out of our hands which often distracts us
from the important aspects.
I would like to contribute towards our industry by highlighting
what we feel are the pertinent components of a well-structured
and sound financial plan. Financial planners need to collectively
create awareness of the importance of financial planning and
the value a professional financial planner can add to clients’
financial affairs.
At Hewett Wealth, we openly discuss our “tried and tested”
processes and procedures, hoping that in turn it will enhance the
IFA reputation and financial planning industry in general. I will do
my best to add value in professionalising the industry further so
that it becomes a sustainable industry that we can all be proud
to be part of.

In your opinion, what do you deem to be the most critical component
of financial success?
As with anything in life, effective and comprehensive planning is the
only way to ensure the achievement of your long-term financial goals.
A rigorous financial planning process, subscribed to by the Financial
Planning Institute of Southern Africa, incorporates six clearly established
steps designed to ensure effective, professional, long-term and bespoke
intergenerational financial planning. The implementation of the longerterm strategy, underpinned by a rigorous ongoing management and
review process, ensures that the expected outcomes are continually
adjusted for changes in personal circumstances and market conditions.
How were you able to rise above the difficulties of 2021 and still
manage to maintain the level of excellence required to win the
coveted title?
The past two years have been challenging for us all and tested us in more
ways than one. I was in a fortunate position to be part of an incredible
team at Hewett Wealth and I had full confidence in our processes. Towards
the end of 2020, we scaled up our business through technology, which
allowed us to focus on the true components of financial advice and freed
us up to connect with our clients. This afforded me the opportunity to
enter the competition, giving it my best shot and I've been able to see
where our practice ranks relative to peers.
Please share a message of motivation for those
that have considered competing for the FPI
Financial Planner of the Year award in the future.
Take up the challenge – it was an amazing journey
that benefited our financial planning practice and
me, personally, in more ways than I could ever have
imagined. I would encourage you to approach the
process with an open mind as the competition will
force you to consider all aspects of your financial
planning practice, in turn enhancing your overall
offering to your clients.
The competition also affords you the opportunity
to connect with like-minded individuals within
our financial planning community. Should you be
interested, I would be more than happy to grab a coffee
and chat through my experience in more detail. 

Ryan McCaughey CFP®,
Executive Head, Hewett
Wealth, Western
Cape branch
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PRACTISE MAKES

PERFECT

The second-ever FPI Professional Practice of the Year Award, which recognises that successful financial planning
is always a team effort, was won by Gradidge-Mahura Investments in 2021. The runners-up and very close
contenders for the award were Crue Invest and BDO Wealth Advisers. Blue Chip spoke to the top three nominees.
GRADIDGE-MAHURA INVESTMENTS
Craig Gradidge, CFP®, Investment and
Retirement Planning Specialist
Congratulations to the team for winning
the Professional Practice of the Year
Award! FPI has reported that they could
not imagine a more deserving winner and
commended you for always going above
and beyond for your clients across South
Africa over the years. In your opinion, what is the fundamental reason
for your success?
I believe that there are several key reasons; firstly, putting the client
at the centre of what we do, secondly, having an analysis-based
financial planning process, and lastly, continuous professional
development of staff. These drive a lot of how we run our business
and the results that we achieve.
How have you espoused FPI’s Code of Conduct into your business?
A lot of the Code of Conduct is built into our advice and service
processes. So, it forms part of our DNA, and has since we launched
the business in 2008. Each step of the advice process has ethics
and professionalism baked in.
Why choose Gradidge-Mahura Investments? What sets you apart?
We are independent which allows us to put client interests ahead
of our own. We are professional in our conduct. We place significant
emphasis on client confidentiality. Finally, we are transformed at
every level of the business.
What is Gradidge-Mahura Investments’ (GMI) philosophy?
We can do well by doing good.
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Please outline your mission and your offerings?
Our mission is to contribute towards the ongoing
professionalisation of financial planning. We also have a
responsibility towards helping the sector transform by
demonstrating black excellence in a very tangible way. We
have received messages from other black practices who
have been inspired to join the industry after learning about
GMI. We believe that a transformed financial planning sector
will grow the market substantially over time. Our service
offering is comprehensive financial planning including
retirement planning, investment planning, estate planning
and risk planning.
What is the company’s focus for 2022?
We run a 10-year business strategy. In 2019 we outlined the
vision for 2030. In 2022 the focus is on building up the asset
management and asset protection parts of that bigger strategy.
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"It is humbling to be singled out as a finalist particularly when
one reflects on the level of professionalism being displayed
by all FPI Approved Professional Practices in South Africa."
- BDO Wealth Advisers
Why did you enter the FPI Awards?
We believe that it is important to measure ourselves against the
best in the industry. It is one thing to say that we are professional,
it is something entirely different for an independent body to say
that we are professional. It is part of our ongoing development
and growth process.
What did you learn through the process?
We learnt from the various experts involved, especially what
they focused on in their questioning. This gave us a sense of the
key issues that they see when it comes to running a professional
practice. We took the learnings from the 2020 competition and
focused our efforts on improving on those areas in 2021.
Please add a message of motivation to the professional practices
that may be battling amid the current time of inflation, deflation
and uncertainty?
Focus on the process, the outcomes will take care of themselves.
The winners in the long term are those firms that can deal with the
boredom of doing the basics right over and over and over again.
There are always challenges facing advisors and their clients. The
trick is to move forward despite these challenges and to focus on
those issues we can control.
Would you like to add anything?
We would like to see more black firms joining the ranks of
Approved Professional Practices. This would mean a lot to us and
to the industry and help motivate more black professionals to join
the industry. Together we can reach out to untapped sectors of the
economy and grow the market for professional advice.

CRUE INVEST: RUNNER-UP
Craig Torr, CFP®, Director
Congratulations to the team for your
success in the 2021 FPI Professional
Practice of the Year Award where you
achieved the runner-up position. In your
opinion, what is the fundamental reason
for your success?
Teamwork and a shared vision of success. We have a phenomenal
team of 15 people who have a shared vision for Crue Invest. We
are all passionate about helping people make the right financial
decisions, and I think our achievement is testament to this. We

have worked hard on creating a culture of teamwork and mutual
respect, and we’ve put our clients at the centre of our business.
How have you espoused FPI’s Code of Conduct into your business?
High ethical standards form the backbone of our business and are in
everything we do. The acid test in everything we do is whether it is in
the best interests of the client. By putting the interests of the client
above everything else, the rest of FPI’s Code of Conducts fall into
place and becomes inherent in every aspect of our business process.
Why choose Crue Invest? What sets you apart?
A genuine desire to help people make good financial decisions
and our commitment to remaining a niche, personalised
practice. We form a relationship of deep trust and mutual
respect with each of our clients. We know each and every client
personally. We are not a financial planning factory that chases
targets, and our remuneration structure supports this. As feebased professionals, our team is incentivised to build long-term
relationships with our clients and to help them achieve their
financial planning goals over time.
What is Crue Invest’s philosophy, mission and area of expertise?
Our mission is to help people create and protect their wealth. We
have a team of in-house experts including financial planning, tax
and legal experts who are specialists in their respective areas. All
our advisors hold tertiary qualifications and either hold the CFP®
designation or are currently studying towards it.
Since inception, we have been intentional about financial
education and this includes ensuring all members of our team
are able to continue learning and studying so as to enhance their
expertise. We believe strongly in educating the consumer, and
we spend a lot of time running workshops and writing articles
designed to provide the consumer with as much information
as possible.
Why did you enter the FPI Awards?
We want to continually improve our service offering and
entering the competition is a good way of gauging our business
against the best in the country. It helps us to take a good look
in the mirror and to evaluate our business critically with a view
to improving and enhancing our client offering. As members of
the FPI, it is important to us to know how we fare against other
practices nationally, and FPI’s feedback and input is important
to us.
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What did you learn through the process?
While we know we can be hard on ourselves, being nominated
as runners-up really gave us a confidence boost and a sense that
we are doing a lot right. It has motivated us to keep improving
and innovating. We received valuable feedback from the judges
which has given us good insight into how we can improve and
better ourselves.

BDO WEALTH ADVISERS: RUNNER-UP
Ricardo Teixeira, CFP®,
Chief Operating Officer
Congratulations to the team for your
success in the 2021 FPI Professional
Practice of the Year Award where you
achieved the runner-up position. In your
opinion, what is the fundamental reason
for your success?
BDO Wealth Advisers is proud to be in the company of our peers
who carry the FPI Approved Professional Practice trademark. It
is humbling to be singled out as a finalist particularly when one
reflects on the level of professionalism being displayed by all FPI
Approved Professional Practices in South Africa.
Reflecting the adjudication process and in particular the
engagement we had with the judges on the site visit, we would
attribute our success to having a clear vision on why we exist,
our reason for being in business. Our "why statement" guides
our efforts and focus to continual improvement of our client
experience as well as our business management processes to
achieve our vision. Being clear about why we are in business
has allowed us to scale the business nationally for efficiency yet
deliver a professional client experience that is personal.
How have you espoused FPI’s Code of Conduct into your business?
A focus on the client. A commitment to the client’s experience and
delivering best advice with the right calibre of professional advisors
that represent the BDO standard and ethics.
We are a proud ambassador and advocate of a career in
professional financial planning in South Africa through our
mentoring of CFP® professionals for the future.
We have embraced pro-bono financial planning initiatives to
help all South Africans make informed financial choices. This is
supported by a wide range of consumer education material that
we regularly update and make available on the BDO website.
Why choose BDO? What sets you apart?
BDO Wealth Advisers offers a full range of wealth advisory and
financial planning services to individuals, companies and trustees.
We are connected to BDO’s global network of audit, tax and
advisory specialists across 162 countries. We are experts in our field
with proven results and successes for our clients. We are trusted to
offer objective, proactive and tailored advice.
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What is BDO’s philosophy, mission and area of expertise?
We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to live the life
they want. Our goal is to help our clients get to the right solutions
so we can positively contribute to their lives. Our expertise lies in
organising our clients’ financial affairs, holding our clients accountable
to achieve their goals and providing objective and proactive advice.
Why did you enter the FPI Awards?
Being part of the BDO in South Africa professional services brand and
BDO global network, the focus on quality standards and professionalism
has always been an important aspect for BDO Wealth Advisers. So,
when FPI first introduced the FPI Approved Professional Practice™
accreditation in 2015, we were early adopters of the practice standards
and requirements laid out for the accreditation. This commitment to
adopt global best practice led us on a journey of continual improvement
and enhancement for our practice.
The announcement of the inaugural award for FPI Professional
Practice of the Year in 2020 immediately caught our attention. It is
a great initiative to raise awareness of the level of professionalism
in South African financial planning. As a result, we saw it as an
opportunity to benchmark BDO Wealth Advisers against our
professional practice peers in the industry.
We believe that we keep good company with our peers as
accredited FPI Approved Professional Practices, so by entering
the competition we hoped to gain insight into how BDO Wealth
Advisers stacks up against the best in the country.
What did you learn through the process?
We all have a vision of how we want to be seen as a professional
advisor. However, talking about your business is often very different to
demonstrating and showing what you deliver, and how this is applied
across a large team and multiple offices. The adjudication process
therefore allowed us the benefit of receiving impartial and objective
assessment of how we measure up against the FPI practice standards.
It highlighted the areas we could improve and enhance, but also left
us with a deeper appreciation for the depth of resources, range of skills
and experience we have in our team that makes us unique.
Going through the adjudication process most certainly
emphasised the need for continual improvement. Operating a
professional wealth advisory practice and delivering a quality
client experience is an unending process of development,
refinement and enhancement in order to remain relevant to your
clients and the environment within which you operate. 

FINANCIAL SERVICES

SUCCESSION
PLANS REALLY
MATTER
A succession plan is a legal requirement, but it
is also your plan to realise the equity that you
have built in your business. And that is why it
really matters. A series on succession planning,
continuity and retirement planning. Part 1

S

ection 12 of the FAIS General Code of Conduct for Authorised
Financial Services Providers and Representatives says that a
financial services provider (FSP) must “provide reasonable
assurance that the relevant business can be carried on in
an orderly and efficient manner”. This means that your FSP needs a
practically implementable plan for your business to continue to operate.
It is interesting that there is no legal requirement for individual
advisors within an FSP to have a succession plan – although this
may well form part of the FSP’s succession plan, especially in small
FSPs where these are effectively the same thing.
Beyond the legal requirements, a proper succession plan is
the only way that you can be sure that you or your beneficiaries
will benefit from the years that you have put into building your
business – and this obviously applies to individual advisors within
an FSP as much as the FSP itself. Given this financial incentive, it is
strange that so many advisors have plans that are little more than
a vague intent.
When it comes to creating a succession plan, there are two
completely different scenarios that you need to consider – the one
is when you suddenly drop dead (unplanned exit) and the other is
your retirement plan (planned exit).
To avoid confusion, I refer to a continuity plan as one that covers
an unplanned exit. This is applicable to everyone, regardless of
your age or stage of career. It should be a big deal for small FSPs
because there are several practical issues that you will need to
overcome for your plan to be practically implementable.
The best way to think of a continuity plan is to view it as a will
for your business. You would never advise a client to not have a will
and the same is true for your business. If you have been involved
in winding up estates, you will know that a poorly drafted will is
better than nothing, and similarly, a basic will is better for a client
with complex affairs than no will.
The same is true for you and your practice. Like a will, your
continuity plan needs to be formally contracted because you are
not going to be there to implement it. Think about the person who
will take over. Are they a fit for your staff and your clients? Do they
have the skill, capacity and accreditations to absorb your practice?
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The other part of your succession plan is your retirement plan,
which is how you plan to exit your business. The important thing
here is that retirement means different things to different people.
Are you going to sell up and leave the business? Are you going to
slow down gradually? Or are you going to remain in the business as
a figurehead, while other people take over the day-to-day activities?
There are no right or wrong choices here and the only person who
can make this decision is you. Once you have decided what retirement
means for you, you need to construct a plan that reflects this.
So, when people talk about a succession plan, what they really
mean is both a continuity plan and a retirement plan. When you are
young, you only really need a continuity plan. But as you get older you
need to add a retirement plan, and you’ll find that your continuity and
retirement plans naturally start to merge over time. 

Guy Holwill is a qualified civil engineer
and chartered account and has worked
in financial services for more than
two decades. He is passionate about
creating business models that thrive in
the changing worlds of regulation and
customer experience.

Guy Holwill, Chief Executive
Officer, Fairbairn Consult

Disclaimer: Fairbairn Consult is a firm of Registered Financial Advisors. We are a licensed FSP and a
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member of the Old Mutual Group.

WANT TO RUN YOUR OWN IFA PRACTICE
WITHOUT THE HASSLE OF YOUR OWN FSP?
Airbnb, Uber, and Netflix disrupted the industries
that they now dominate. Regulation is disrupting
our industry by restricting some businesses and
making compliance more onerous.
Fairbairn Consult is a RDR safe haven that gives you
the freedom of running your own practice, without
the burden of your own FSP license.

To find out more, visit
www.fairbairnconsult.co.za
or scan these QR codes.

Fairbairn Consult is a firm of Registered Financial Advisers.
We are a licensed FSP and a member of the Old Mutual Group.
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NO RESTRAINTS OF TRADE
NO IN-HOUSE PRODUCTS
NO SALES TARGETS

FINANCIAL ADVICE

Business efficiency
is key to a great
client experience
For most financial advisors, providing a superior client experience is a primary objective
to ensure both client satisfaction and business sustainability and growth.
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C

ritical to achieving these objectives is identifying gaps,
bottlenecks and stress points in business processes
that dilute the customer experience and potentially
harm the business. While a sound business is reliant on
robust processes, financial advice is ultimately about people. An
infrastructure that supports business scalability and solutions that
improve client outcomes, without sacrificing the human element,
is essential. All this needs to be achieved within the framework of
ongoing industry education and training, regulatory change and
compliance pressure.
Michael Kitces conducted research into How Do Financial Advisors
A few of the standout areas highlighted by the survey are
Actually Spend Their Time And The Limitations Of Productivity? He particularly interesting. Client profitability, including a profitable
concluded that the typical advisor spends no more than about 50% way to service younger clients who are mostly accumulating
of their time on direct client activity-related tasks and scarcely 20% wealth, but also operate differently in the way they engage with
of their time meeting with clients. He goes on to suggest that there their finances and with advisors, is an aspect many advisors are
There
considerable
value ininhearing
top advisers about theirgrappling
challengeswith.
and successes
in delivering
and in
is room
for isa significant
increase
advisorfrom
efficiency.
Newer entrants
to theprofessional
job marketadvice,
or people
who
running advisory practices. A special word of thanks to the more than 150 advisers from South Africa, the UK & Ireland who completed the
Pinpointing business inefficiencies and stress points is often the are in the early stages of their careers may work differently from
survey, and the 20 advisers who participated in a virtual roundtable discussion, for their valuable insights.
easy part. The real challenge lies in attempting to address them what many advisors are used to: from home or in another part of
when one considers the amount of time spent on the administrative the world compared to where their employer may be. And 9 to 5
objective
of the
wasgoing.
to identify:
tasksThe
required
to simply
keepsurvey
a business
Unfortunately, this for a single employer (with a retirement fund) for a lengthy period
problem is amplified when inefficiencies exist, and more time is may no longer be the norm. The approach to saving and demands
•
Key areas in which advisers would like to drive business improvements and efficiency gains
spent on compensating for them.
on accumulated funds may be different, with needs often focused
The conducted
aspects of being
an adviser that cause
the greatest
concern more on the immediate or shorter time horizons.
A •survey
by PortfolioMetrix
generated
responses
from more than 150 advisors from South Africa, the UK and the
A primary concern around a profitable “young client” proposition
Participants
were
asked insights
to selectwere
the top
three areas
their businesscentres
in whicharound
they would
like tothat
see clients
improvements
or greaterserviced
efficiency
Republic
of Ireland.
Further
obtained
via ain
roundtable
ensuring
are adequately
and
gains
from
a
predefined
list.
They
were
further
asked
to
specify
their
level
of
concern
against
a
comprehensive
list
of
aspects
that
relate a
discussion with 20 advisors. The objectives of the survey and that relationships are built. The use of technology may support
to providing
advice.
roundtable
werefinancial
to identify:
more cost-effective way of addressing the profitability aspect, but
• key areas in which advisors would like to drive business the risk remains the potential loss of the vitally important personal
improvements and efficiency gains
touch. The answer may lie in a differentiated service model for
the survey
are shown
in detail
belowseparate
with the
keysegments.
takeaways
as follows:
• the aspects ofResults
being anofadvisor
that cause
the greatest
concern
client
However,
advisors should be cautious of
creating
what may amount to two or three different
Click here to reference the survey questions at the
thepitfalls
end ofofthis
document.
The infographic below highlights the main results of the survey. businesses or vastly separate service offerings as this would

In looking to identify where
efficiency gains may lie, a good
starting point would be to
focus on recurring mistakes.

2. SURVEY FINDINGS

Desired Efficiency Gains

34%

31%

28%

25%

Creating business scalability
without adding extra staff
The area in which 34% of
respondents felt they stood to gain.
Preparing client review reports / packs
31% resonated as an aspect that
could be done more efficiently.
Finding new clients
This was highlighted by 28%
as requiring improvement.
Technology related frustrations and client
information gathering and recording
Each was indicated by 25% of respondents
as areas that lacked efficiency.

Greatest Adviser Concerns

26%

24%

A profitable service model
for younger clients
Stood out by 26%.

Compliance requirements
and pressures
Stood out by 24%.

Unprofitable clients

23%

Followed as an aspect
of great concern.

Succession planning

22%

Followed as an aspect
of great concern.
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potentially result in increased inefficiency. The solution would
be to determine what it costs to deliver a service to clients that is
centred around a core value proposition and to then build service
levels and processes that allow for varied service and profitability
tiers. Importantly, it begins with having a firm understanding of
what it costs to onboard a client and what it costs to retain a client.
Technology-related frustrations is an area that appears to be
hampering business efficiency. Several advisors have expressed

No one option will be the
solution for every business:
quite often there isn’t a
universal “best” option.
the view that technology providers should focus on being brilliant
at the “one thing” they do rather than attempting to be all things
to all advisors. True efficiency lies in ensuring that best-of-breed
tools or applications “talk” to other systems.
A further potential obstacle to ensuring the efficient use of
technology is selecting the most appropriate option for a specific
need and for a particular business. No one option will be the
solution for every business: quite often there isn’t a universal
“best” option. By their own admission, some advisors admit that
they don’t know where to start when searching for and assessing
the available technology solutions. It may mean testing multiple
systems or possibly having to switch systems several times
to arrive at the most optimal option. The significant time and
financial costs of a system change are often difficult to quantify.
That said, where innovation and the advancement of technology
point to potential efficiency gains for a firm, the benefit of the
change may outweigh the cost. It’s unlikely that the choice of
every tool or application will be permanent.
A sound technology framework coupled with robust business
processes supported by the right people is arguably the most
effective way of creating business scalability. It will contribute
significantly to a practice being able to manage an increasing
number of clients in a cost-effective manner without damaging the
client experience. Thankfully there are many advisors who are happy
to share their technology successes (and mistakes) to the benefit of
those who find themselves earlier in the technology journey.
To offer practical insights, it’s worth hearing from advisors who
have successfully driven efficiency gains in their businesses:
There is absolutely no doubt that choosing to work with
the correct partners has had the most significant impact on
the efficiency of my business. That was a decision borne from
the understanding that my function as a financial planner is to
strategise and conceptualise the financial plan for the client and
that the actual fund analysis, selection and blending, as well as
the related monitoring and maintenance, was not part of that role.
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Another significant impact has been the streamlining of processes
and workflows. Every interaction with the client should look and feel
the same – consistency is king. It was not always a smooth transition
but the refinement over time has given us a great result.
It is in the sphere of technology that I feel the next biggest
impact could be felt. Tech needs to be simple, and outputs need
to be simpler. That is not to say things should be overly simplistic
– just short, clear and easy to understand. I accept that there is
no one solution that covers all needs. Angela Saltas (Corporate
Retirement Services)
Since the inception of WealthUp, we have had a deliberate focus
on using technology to enable us to work more efficiently, which has
helped us to grow our client base without the need to continually add
people to the team. We are open to testing new tools and where we
identify potential benefits, attempt to incorporate them to enhance
the client experience. We’ve realised that clients find comfort in the
guidance and safety of dealing with a human and have therefore
limited the use of technology to internal processes and systems.
We’ve created a virtual team library where we store useful
information that is easily accessible to better share knowledge
internally. A centralised processing approach ensures that requests,
queries and tasks are efficiently handled. Regular team feedback
sessions ensure that all team members are kept informed of
important information. These measures have helped to streamline
often time-consuming administrative tasks.
We’ve simplified our financial plans and view them as scenario
planning tools to illustrate to our clients the impact of a financial
decision and whether a particular decision moves them closer to or
further away from their objectives. This has been a tremendous time
saver as we can now create plans with our clients in a live environment.
Louis van der Merwe (WealthUp)
In looking to identify where
efficiency gains may lie, a
good starting point would be
to focus on recurring mistakes,
increasingly unhappy clients,
inadequate service levels and
frustrated colleagues. Difficulty
in establishing priorities and
excessive last-minute scurrying
when servicing clients are also
warning signs. The solution
is not to simply throw more
people at the problem: this
perpetuates the inefficiencies
and increases running costs.
By implementing efficiency
gains clients receive better
service, staff experience greater
job satisfaction and feel more
valued, and the business is
more profitable. 

Edden Kift, SA Head of Business
Solutions, PortfolioMetrix

COVID-19 vaccine
misinformation can harm
your health and financial
well-being
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Tiny Changes, Remarkable Results
Review of Atomic Habits written by James Clear.

A

t Prudential, we aim to build up small, positive returns
continually over time, while also avoiding large losses, to
deliver strong outperformance to our clients. This same
approach of aggregating the positive and limiting the
negative can be applied in daily life, to stay happy and healthy.
In the book, Atomic Habits, James Clear suggests that real-life
change also comes from the compound effect of hundreds of small
decisions. He calls them Atomic Habits.
What makes this book different is that rather than focusing
on the individual’s measure of willpower, the author argues that
breaking bad habits and building good ones result from having
the right systems in place. He explains that motivation is often
overrated, and that the environments we create for ourselves
often matter more when trying to create good habits.

“Disciplined” people who appear to have a lot of self-control
are often just those who have structured their environment
correctly so that they don’t need heroic willpower to overcome
tempting situations. It is therefore best to be the designer of
your own world and not just the consumer of it.
Instead of focusing on what we want to achieve, the book
calls for a focus, instead, on who we want to become. Incentives
start a habit; identity sustains a habit. The book teaches us how
to become the best versions of ourselves.
The author describes four laws of behavioural change that
can help us build better habits. He also provides practical,
real-life examples of how better habits can be instilled. Clear
calls on examples such as troops returning from Vietnam with
heroin addictions, as well as well-known individuals such as the
comedian, Steve Martin, in his quest for better habits.
In making sense of habits, the book delves into what
motivates human behaviour. The human brain associates
specific habits with specific contexts. Habits thrive under
predictable circumstances. Humans tend to adopt habits that
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are approved by our society because we have a strong need
to fit in and belong to the tribe. The cost of good habits is in
the present, while the cost of bad habits is in the future. It is
all about delayed versus instant gratification, which relates to
our ancient brain.
Clear professes that many habits occur at a decisive moment
that sets you up for a productive day or an unproductive one.
He refers to gateway habits – small steps that influence the big
steps thereafter. You can only run a marathon if you start with
putting on your running shoes, for example.
One can cut out bad habits through increasing the odds that you
will do the right thing in future by making the bad habit difficult
in the present. An example of this is when gamblers voluntarily
add themselves to the banned list at a casino to prevent future
gambling sprees. Good habits should be made easy (putting your
running clothes out the night before) and bad habits difficult. This
is where technology comes in as a useful tool, through for instance
limiting your social media browsing with a website blocker, or
setting up a debit order to enforce your saving habit.
The author then moves on to habit tracking, which forces you
not to break the chain and to make it obvious what your progress
is, such as setting up a reward for every time you pass up on a
cappuccino. Humans like seeing their visible progress.
In the final section of the book, Clear expounds how habits
relate to genes and personality types, as habits are easier to form
if they align with your personality
and skills. The Goldilocks Rule
is introduced (ie working on
challenges of just manageable
difficulty). The difference between
great athletes and everyone
else often boils down to who
can handle the boredom of
training every day, repeating the
same drills over and over. Habit
formation is not about how long
it takes to establish, but about
how many repetitions it takes. For
Clear, habits are the backbone of
any pursuit of excellence.
The book concludes that
small, positive habits do not
simply add up – they compound.
The words of the famous investor
Charlie Munger are very apt: “The
first rule of compounding: never Miranda van Rensburg, Regional
interrupt it unnecessarily.” 
Sales Manager, Prudential
This article was first published in Prudential's Consider This magazine.
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The End of Average
The title of this piece is analogous to the
title of a book authored by Todd Rose.
Fascinating book, highly recommended.
The book starts off with a unique story.

T

he United States Air Force had a rather peculiar problem
in the late 1940s. Their pilots struggled to control their
planes, which was mind-blowing since this was the age of
jet-power aviation with planes being more sophisticated
than they had ever been. A retired airman remarked to Rose, “You
never knew if you were going to end up in the dirt.” At the peak of
this mystery, 17 pilots crashed in one day.
The first point of blame went to “pilot error” as being the
most common reason for the crashes. Reasonable, as the planes
seldom malfunctioned. This was confirmed by the engineers.
Think of it in today’s terms – it is often not a computer or
hardware problem, but rather a “person in front of the computer”
problem. The pilots were baffled as well.
The only thing they were certain of was that their piloting
skills were not the cause of the problem. This serious issue led
to multiple enquiries, all ending with no answer, until attention
was directed to the cockpit of the planes. The first-ever cockpit
was designed in 1926. Engineers measured physical dimensions
of hundreds of male pilots. The data was used to standardise the
dimensions of the cockpit. As Rose notes, female pilots in those
days were “never a serious consideration”.
For the next three decades, the size and shape of the seat, the
distance to the pedals and stick, the height of the windshield,
even the shape of the flight helmets were built to conform to
the average dimensions of a 1926 (male) pilot.
Engineers wondered if male pilots had increased in size since
1926. And so, in 1950, researchers at the Wright Air Force Base
in Ohio started to measure more than 4 000 pilots on no less
than 140 dimensions of size that included distance from a pilot’s
eye to their ear, thumb length, size and crotch height, and then
calculated the average for each of the dimensions.
Rose observed, “Everyone believed this improved
calculation of the average pilot would lead to a betterfitting cockpit and reduce the number of crashes. Or almost
everyone.” Everyone except Lieutenant Gilbert S Daniels – the
newly hired 23-year-old scientist straight out of college to the
Wright Air Force Base was sceptical. His job was to measure
pilots’ limbs with a tape measure.
Daniels, a Harvard graduate, had majored in physical
anthropology, a field that specialised in the anatomy of humans.
Daniels did a study on the shape of human hands during his
undergraduate thesis and discovered that even for students with
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There is no such thing as
the average person.

the same ethnic and sociocultural backgrounds, their hands were
not similar at all.
Daniels told Rose, “When I left Harvard, it was clear to me
that if you wanted to design something for an individual
human being, the average was completely useless.”
So, when Daniels was assigned to measuring pilots, he kept
asking himself, “How many pilots really are average?” He decided
to find out.
Using data from 4 603 measured pilots, he calculated the
average of the 10 physical dimensions believed to be the
most relevant for design. Daniels determined the dimensions
of the “average pilot”, which he defined as someone whose

FINANCIAL PLANNING

pilot” did not exist. Even more interesting, if you picked only three
of the dimensions, less than 3.5% of pilots would be average size
in all dimensions.
The conclusion was that if a cockpit was designed to fit the
average pilot, it was designed to fit no-one.
In a 1952 air force technical note entitled The Average Man?
Daniels made the radical recommendation that environments
need to fit the individual rather than the average.
The air force listened. And as Daniels explained to Rose, “Once
we showed them the average pilot was a useless concept, they
on the
fitting
the cockpit
So, will the US still be the largest economy over the nextwere
few able toI focus
believe
answer
is yes.to the individual pilot.
That
is
when
things
started
getting
better.”
decades? Will China take their crown? Will Europe or Japan wake up
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The world is not standing still
Neither should your financial advisory

A

s we look back over the past 18 months, we are left with
no doubt that the world we once knew has changed
and some of these changes will be permanent.
Accordingly, businesses need to continually adjust and
adapt to ensure they are competitive and relevant, but even more
importantly, they must provide value for clients whose worlds and
needs have also changed. It’s no different for financial advisors.
The year 2021 was a singularly unusual year and it is likely
you will require in-depth check-ins with your clients to make
sure their financial plans are still on track. Where a client is
lucky enough not to have had to endure cashflow problems –
meaning there are no negative impacts that require mitigation
or adjustments to the plan – a review of the plan is an ideal
opportunity to take advantage of unusual investment and
planning opportunities presented in our new environment.
Here are a few useful conversations to have with your clients
as you take stock of the past year and adjust plans, and some
tips on how to set yourself up to become an even more effective
advisor in a rapidly evolving world:
Relook the risk conversation
It is an ideal time to review the client’s view of geographical,
political and currency risks – don’t be surprised if this has
shifted significantly. Revisit your asset class and investment risk
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conversation to ensure the investment portfolio remains suitable
given the significant changes and market events experienced since
the onset of the global pandemic. Make sure your client does not
have too much or too little investment risk in his or her portfolio.
Estates and wills
There is still an alarming number of South Africans without wills.
We are seeing that from a compliance perspective, if the advisor
does not drive the conversation and cannot show that he or she
has done so, there could be liability for the advisor in the event
of the client passing away, with questions being asked as to why
the advisor did not make sure a will was in place. If anything, the
past year has shown that there is no time to spare, and that you
should ensure that all your clients have up-to-date wills in place.
The pandemic has been a revelation for everyone in the
industry, especially around the practicalities when it comes
to winding up an estate, and how theory does not necessarily
align with practicalities. Beyond that, because so many
estates have needed to be wound up as a tragic result of the
pandemic, advisors are increasingly finding that it’s not just
the technical financial requirements that need to be on point,
but beneficiaries often also rely on the advisor for emotional
support and stability because the advisor is an arm’s-length
third party that can provide clarity through a very difficult
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The pandemic has underlined how important
it is to make sure you make the best use
of your own, and your clients’ money.
period. There are great tools and guides to assist clients and
dependants that address all the logistics requirements when
a family member passes away.
An especially important lesson for advisors in terms of
winding up estates is the impact on retirement funds. The
trustees of the pension fund will exercise discretion and
decide how the benefits will devolve. If plans and decisions
were made when the client’s children were minors but they’re
now adults, or if the client has been divorced and remarried,
the way things play out can alter fundamentally – be sure to
understand this and stay on top of it with your clients.
Optimise your plan
Essentially, you want to eliminate all wastage. The pandemic has
underlined how important it is to make sure you make the best
use of your own, and your clients’ money. Take a step back and
reconsider financial habits and plans in this new light. Make sure
the right benefits and amount of cover are in place.
Ask these questions:
• Are you wasting money on benefits that are no longer required
or suitable to your needs?
• Are you optimising tax benefits such as retirement annuity
contributions or donations?
• What are your spending habits?
• What bad spending habits need to be adjusted and how can
this be achieved – for example by using the 22Seven app,
which is a great tool to help customers understand their
spending habits?
• Is money sitting in an account somewhere earning returns equal
to or less than inflation? Where can this money be invested to
make a real contribution to the financial future of your client?
Spend time with your business clients
Small businesses, like people, have had to endure an
exceedingly challenging time. Those that survived have been
through a lot and may have changed their shape meaningfully.
Take time to sit with the business owners to understand
the outlook of the business, but also the strategies that are
likely to have shifted. Their appetite for risk – in the context
of navigating a Black Swan event – is likely to have shifted.
Therefore take the time to consult with them and give them
the peace of mind they need to keep running a small business
in South Africa’s economic climate.

Look at technology
Fintech is evolving at breakneck speed and the types of products
and services available would have been unimaginable only a
few years ago. The benefit of digitising a business is that it takes
the burden of repetitive, mundane work off the shoulders of an
advisor, and frees their time to work with clients and add more
value. In other words, let the machines do the heavy lifting, and
you bring your human touch to your clients.
Advisors should take the time to look at what’s available and
then look at their practices and decide which tools are best
suited to their individual businesses. Remember, the key is to
choose an investment in technology that frees up your time
to engage with clients – not technology for technology’s sake.
Naturally, there will be a cost implication. So, if you are
certain the platform will save time, improve efficiency in
your practice and help you provide more value to clients and
bring in more business, then consider how you should plan to
purchase the tool.
Do you understand cryptocurrency and non-fungible tokens?
While the world of blockchain and crypto is not yet mainstream
it is certainly all over the news and we are finding that more
advisors are being asked for
advice by their clients. It is a
reality and is likely to continue
growing in popularity, which
means that advisors should
start reading, learning and
understanding what crypto is,
how it works, and how people
and organisations are investing
in crypto.
Start with the fundamentals.
What is the blockchain?
What are the most popular
cryptocurrencies? How do
you identify scams? Which
platforms are legitimate and
provide protection? What
happens when someone dies,
and no-one knows their unique
pin to unlock their investments Lizl Budhram, Advice and Product
– what plans are in place to Strategy Manager at Old Mutual
ensure this doesn’t happen?  Personal Finance
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Financial planning from
an African customary
perspective

T

here are three main arguments for a need to introduce
an African customary perspective to financial planning.
First, there is the philosophical argument, which can be
captured in the popular saying by Nelson Mandela:
“If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his
head. If you talk to him in his own language, that goes to his heart.”
Empirically, studies have shown that there is a tendency of
people to feel more comfortable with people like themselves.
This is a sociological phenomenon called homophily, and it
provides a conducive environment for mutual understanding in
all aspects of relationships including professional relationships like
that between the advisor and client. Homophily has a significant
impact on whether clients will stick to advice1.
Given the now significant size of the affluent and black
middle class, an approach to financial planning that “speaks
to the heart” can contribute to a more efficient delivery of
financial advice and possibly expand the total client base of
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the financial planning industry. The economic benefit cannot
be understated as financial planning has a profound influence
on society, both directly and indirectly, through the law of
unintended consequences.
An African customary perspective to financial planning does not
mean replacing existing financial planning principles and practices.
Rather, it seeks to present the existing principles and practices
within an African customary framework. This is imperative because,
according to the renowned African philosopher, Kwasi Wiredu, an
appropriate comparison of African thought with Western thought is
not merely an academic exercise but one of great existential urgency.
There are several African philosophies, customs and traditions
with embedded concepts in financial planning which can
contribute to the body of knowledge and the practice of financial
planning. In this article, I present Ubuntu as a fundamental
economic principle that significantly impacts personal finance
and wellbeing.
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An African customary perspective
to financial planning does not
mean replacing existing financial
planning principles and practices.

Ubuntu – a fundamental economic principle
Ubuntu is ensconced in the broader tradition of African philosophy
and generally translated as: I am, because you are, because we
are. Although discussions of Ubuntu usually stress the primacy of
the community, some African philosophy scholars stress that the
individual is not completely submissive to the community, therefore
the moral agency of the individual cannot be surrendered to the
community. This notwithstanding, obligations to the community
can sometimes inflict pain and render the individual incapable of
fulfilling his/her purpose in life2.
It is not by chance that this all-important concept starts
with I am (in essence, self-interest). This is a fundamental
principle of capitalism. For example, Adam Smith, the father
of capitalism, emphasises the importance of self-interest in
capitalist societies. African societies are capitalist; capitalism
is “natural” in Africa3 and from a financial planning perspective,
we should all aim to be capitalists.

According to the Unifying Theory of Personal Finance,
proposed by Charles Farrell, every decision made should help one
move from being a labourer to being a capitalist. In this context,
labourer describes the process of working to earn income, not
a certain type of worker. As a capitalist, you are paid not for the
value of your labour, but for the use of your money (capital).
This payment comes in the form of interest, dividends or capital
gains. To retire comfortably, one must become a capitalist. Most
of us start out as labourers, to earn income, and we save part
of it every year to accumulate capital. Once the capital is large
enough, payment for the use of our capital replaces our salary,
and we can retire.
The second leg – because you are – is a moral philosophy
entreating us to act humanely towards others. In business, this means
treating customers fairly and putting clients first. At the individual
level, it points to the importance of family and close relations, which
are enduring and consequential for personal wellbeing.
The third leg (because we are) points to the importance of
looking beyond customers (from the business perspective), and
close relations (for individuals), to consider the greater good of
society. This is a principle of sustainability, which drives businesses
towards corporate social responsibilities and ESG, and for
individuals, philanthropy, and a consciousness of the environment
and the people around us.
Ubuntu presents a framework that can be applied to address
several corporate finance issues, and also personal finance issues,
and may even consequently contribute to addressing some critical
socioeconomic issues in the country, such as Black Tax, and closing
the racial wealth gap.
A drive for an African customary
perspective to financial planning
will contribute to acknowledging
diversity and add to the financial
planner’s toolbox, to enrich the
financial planning experience of
African clients.
1Stolper, O. and Walter, A., 2019. Birds of
a feather: The impact of homophily on
the propensity to follow financial advice.
The Review of Financial Studies, 32(2),
pp.524-563.
2 Verhoef, A.H. and Ramolai, P., 2019.
Ubuntu, transimmanence and ethics.
South African Journal of Philosophy, 38(4),
pp.351-362.
3Bartlett, B.R., 1990. Capitalism in Africa:
A survey. The Journal of Developing Areas,
24(3), pp.327-350.

Prince Sarpong, PhD, CFP®,
Senior Lecturer: School of
Financial Planning Law,
University of the Free State
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Financial advisors
must be the
voice of reason
The reality of retirement

T

he 2021 edition of the 10X Retirement Reality Report
underlines the steadily deteriorating pension outlook
for South Africans. Compared to the inaugural report
published in 2018, even fewer now look forward to a
comfortable retirement. This is evident across all age groups,
demographics and income levels.
This partially reflects our ongoing economic malaise and
partially the individual financial crises exacerbated by pandemic
lockdown measures. But the survey also identifies another
problem: a lack of engagement with the subject. Even among
high-income households (those earning more than R50 000 per
month), 70% of respondents worry about having enough money
in retirement, suggesting that, for some, the problem is rooted in
behaviour and inattention.
This lack of serious engagement prolongs people’s financial
ignorance deep into adulthood. They don’t learn the financial
facts of life until they feel the consequences of their disregard.
This ignorance is apparent in our notoriously poor savings
culture, which typically manifests in saving too little for
retirement, starting too late and not preserving fund proceeds
on changing jobs. It is also evident in the lack of funds for a rainy
day, the overuse of expensive, unproductive debt, and in selfdefeating investment practices, such as paying away too much
in fees and emotional decision-making.
Some of this behaviour can be put down to such personality
traits as lack of conscientiousness and self-control – “systematic
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irrationality”, as National Treasury calls it. In others, intervention
by way of financial education at school, financial advice during
the initial work years and ongoing financial mentoring thereafter
could lead to better outcomes.
RALLYING FOR REFORM
The 10X Retirement Reality Report (10X RRR21) is based on the
results of the Brand Atlas survey, which tracks the lifestyles of
the 15-million economically-active South Africans in households
earning more than R8 000 per month. Alarmingly, that modest
cut-off already excludes two-thirds of households in the country.
Even among those who have the capacity to save, 79% fear
they won’t have enough, or feel unsure. A mere 7% are not
worried, likely drawn from those 8% of respondents who describe
themselves as having “a carefully thought-out retirement plan
that I am properly executing”.
For most people, the most pragmatic way to ease their
retirement worries is to calculate the cost of their retirement and
follow a sensible savings and investment plan to fund that cost.
There are online tools that will quickly produce such a plan,
but relatively few people are aware that a retirement goal can be
calculated, or that tools, such as retirement savings calculators,
exist. Others will not feel confident about the output.
In the face of so many seemingly unknowable variables, such as
retirement age, future income and expenditure levels, inflation and
investment returns as well as annuity rates, it is not surprising that
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many people take a fatalistic approach towards retirement and
just hope for the best, especially during their younger years. They
will not go looking for an answer if they do not think there is one.
And, of course, it is one thing to print out a plan and quite
another to put it into practice. Financial advisors can add huge
value simply by ending “analysis paralysis” and putting a plan into
action, even if it is not immediately perfect.
The failure to go through a proper planning process and to
become more financially enlightened can manifest in hubris,
unrealistic expectations and uninformed decisions. Even those
with some sort of plan are likely to benefit from handholding.
Thoughtful asset allocation and an understanding of what fees
they are paying, and for what, could have a profound effect on
the long-term investment return.
More than half the report’s respondents who are saving do
not know the fees they are paying or think there are no fees at
all. This talks to the potential benefit, for the less financially savvy,
of having the various costs properly unpacked and explained.
Many retirement savers could benefit from encouragement
to stay the course if the plan misfires over the short term. The
most obvious and yet profound advice is alerting savers to the
power and necessity of compound growth. Starting early is one
aspect of this, preserving accumulated pension or provident fund
savings another.
Among the respondents who belonged to a corporate
scheme, almost two-thirds admitted they knew little or nothing

about their fund. It is heartening, though, that only 7% were not
really interested, while 36% said they wished they knew more.
These numbers are surely a sign that fund administrators are
failing in their communication, and that there is an information
and advice gap in the market.
At 60%, the percentage of fund members who cash out their
savings on leaving their employer remains stubbornly high and
talks to a poor understanding of the consequences. The pandemic
may have made this a necessity for some but, even before, exiting
fund members frequently took all the money, whether they had
an urgent need for it or not (and possibly because they were not
alerted to the option to preserve all or a part of these savings).
Underlining this lack of appreciation of the role that
compounding plays in a long-term savings plan, almost half
the respondents believe they can secure their retirement in
under 30 years, unaware that a 10-year delay will cost them half
their pension. Which is why this message must reach its target
audience in its twenties, not thirties.
These considerations are even more important for women,
not only because they require a relatively bigger retirement
savings pot than men due to their higher average life
expectancy. The 10X RRR21 shows that the retirement readiness
gap between the sexes persists and, by some measures, is
getting wider. Given that women tend to spend fewer years
in the workforce for family reasons, the initial saving years and
the compounding effect become even more important. The
message to women must be to maximise their saving during
their early work years, ideally above the recommended 15% to
make up for likely shortfalls later.
Divorce frequently causes a further widening of the gap. Too
often, the wife’s share of a retirement fund savings is cashed out
to make the divorce affordable for her. The numbers must be
made to work without doing so.
The data also continue to show that women are less likely to
take the steps required to narrow the wealth gap. Only 14% of
women surveyed said they invested
their money for growth. In total, 76% of
female respondents indicated that they
did not save, or, if they did, did not invest
for growth. Until this changes, they have
no chance of earning a decent income
in retirement.
The report confirms that people
across all income bands are worried
about making retirement ends meet. This
makes it not only an income problem, but
also a savings problem rooted in a lack
of retirement planning. This manifests
as unrealistic expectations, uninformed
decisions and goal-defeating behaviour.
Timeous financial advice may correct
some of the poor saving behaviour; at Ishani Khoosal-Kala, Head of
the very least, it would dispel the illusion EB Corporate Distribution,
that this is a problem for another time. 10X Investments.

The content herein is provided as general information. It is not intended as nor does it constitute financial, tax, legal, investment, or other advice.
10X Investments is an authorised FSP (number 28250).
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When it comes to trust
administration, SARS is your friend
No, we’re not talking about the South African Revenue Service. For the purposes of this article, SARS refers to
BDO’s foolproof four-step trust administration process. Read on to find out if your family trust passes the test.

I

n the most recent episode of BDO’s Talking Trusts webinar series,
I caught up with Phia van der Spuy of Trusteeze to unpack a
topic which is pertinent to many South Africans, namely why
trust accounting is not trust administration. Van der Spuy and
I sought to debunk the widespread myth that administering
a trust is all about maintaining accurate accounting records.
Annual financial statements are great accounting reports that
show the financial position and results of a trust. But they do
not meet the benchmark or regulatory requirement for trust
administration.
In fact, financial statements are not even a requirement in
terms of the Trust Property Control Act (TPCA) and certainly do
not, on their own, serve as evidence that a trust has complied
with the requirements of the Act.
This article will cover some of the key themes of our discussion,
but if you want to really get to grips with the finer details I’d
highly recommend watching the whole episode on YouTube.
A trust is not a company
Before we go any further, it is vital to understand that a trust is
completely different to a company. This is the first mistake many
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people make when administering a trust, so perhaps we should
look at some of the key differences:
• A company is a legal entity defined by the Companies Act
and regulated by the Companies and Intellectual Commission
(CIPC). All companies must submit detailed financial statements,
among many other requirements. A company is owned by its
shareholders, but it stands independent of them and can be
sued in its own right. A company applies clearly defined levels
of authority in decision-making. Decisions are typically made
by majority vote.
• A trust only comes into existence through its trust deed, a
contractual arrangement giving instructions to trustees. Every
trust is different. The high-level requirements and fiduciary
obligations of trustees are defined in the TPCA but all decisions
and actions taken by the trustees must be made with reference
to the trust deed and not the Act.
A trust is not a legal entity in its own right, but rather an
accumulation of assets that is jointly owned by the trustees
(which can be individuals or legal entities). A trust cannot sue
or be sued. There are no delegated levels of authority in trusts,

so there can be no “main trustee”. All decisions must be made
jointly by all trustees and trusts are said to be “run by resolution”.
Administering a trust is, therefore, not in any way like
operating a company. Trustees have a fiduciary responsibility
under the TPCA to administer the trust for the benefit of the
identifiable beneficiaries. Now it’s time to reveal how we use
“SARS” as our blueprint for trust administration.
S is for set up
Effective trust administration starts with understanding the
trust deed. Each trust is unique, so you need to set up your
administration in accordance with the trust deed. This will cover
what trustees can, can’t and must do; how often meetings must
be held; and who the beneficiaries are.
A trust must have a bank account and the founding donation
stipulated in the trust deed (even if it is R100) must be deposited into
this bank account. It is imperative to have a Letter of Authority issued
by the Master of the High Court which confirms the trustees. You also
need to make sure you keep an asset register that clearly identifies all
trust assets and how they were acquired by the trust.
A is for act
Trustees need to act. Once you have established the administrative basis
for the trust, you need to make sure that you follow the instructions set
out in the trust deed. Right at the top of this list is ensuring that all
trustees collectively and actively manage the trust assets in the best
interests of beneficiaries. It is especially important to avoid having
“puppet” or “dominant” trustees. Each trustee needs to be actively
involved in managing the trust assets for the benefit of the beneficiaries.
This means meeting as often as the trust deed stipulates
(annual meetings are a minimum requirement) and making
sure that decisions are made according to the Joint Action Rule.
Internally, trustees can debate and disagree over decisions, but
to the world-at-large your resolutions represent the trustees’
single view and decision. And remember, only individuals
listed in the Letter of Authority lodged with the Master have
authority to act on behalf of the trust. A change of trustees is
only effective once registered with the Master.
R is for record
Document, document and document all your actions as trustees.
You need to have a paper trail that provides documentary evidence
of the actions, decisions and transactions made by the trustees.
The following documents need be kept for at least five years after
the trust has been deregistered:
• Resolutions
• Minutes
• Asset register
• Summary of transacting entities
• Disclosure of connected persons

Trusts are run by resolution which must be signed by all
trustees and cannot be backdated. All this record-keeping
is demanding, but technology has made it much easier. At
BDO, we have adopted a trust portal for document storage.
This cloud-based platform gives all trustees a single view of
the trust file from anywhere in the world. Having a single
view of the trust records is an imperative building block for
effective administration.
S is for statements
Reporting and preparing statements ends the cycle of
administration. Trustees are accountable to each other, the
Master of the High Court, the beneficiaries of the trust and
the taxman. Unlike in a company, a trust’s annual financial
statements should separate each trust asset into its own silo
with its own schedule of income and expenditure. Not all
traditional accounting packages have this capability, and this
is an area that often trips up trustees.
Annual financial statements reflect the actions taken by
trustees in relation to the trust assets. Be careful not to fall
into the trap of reverse engineering resolutions to support the
financial position of a trust. Trust administration starts with
resolutions and ends with statements.
The bottom line
Trusts do not administer themselves, and the best way of
ensuring that you do not have any hassles with the taxman,
the soon-to-be-ex-spouse or the law is to make SARS (Set up,
Act, Record, Statements) your friend. Used wisely, trusts can
be an extremely effective way of
managing wealth. But a neglected
trust – or a trust that is hijacked
by one trustee – can be a recipe
for disaster.
For an idea of what can go
wrong, I urge you to watch the
webinar as Van der Spuy details
several different court cases. There
is a case of a brother unknowingly
signing surety on his brother’s
business and another one where
a husband tries to cut his soon-tobe-ex-wife out of a trust.
If you are struggling with any
aspect of trust administration or if
you still rely on accountants to be By Ricardo Teixeira,
your administrators, it is best to get CFP®, COO Wealth
a professional trust administrator Advisers and Leader:
so that the trust remains valid and Non-Executive Director
is not attacked as your alter ego.  Hub, BDO South Africa
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Planning a
brighter future

FPI launches Young Financial Planners Organisation

A

s part of its vision to make professional financial planning
available to all South Africans, the Financial Planning
Institute has launched the Young Financial Planners
Organisation (YFPO), a member-led FPI community.
YFPO is actively seeking under-45s who work as – and aspire to
work as – financial planners.
“YFPO is all about uniting and inspiring the young generation
of CFP® professionals,” says FPI CEO Lelané Bezuidenhout, who
explains that it will do this by bringing together FPI students,
candidates and professional members under the age of 45 in a
spirit of collective improvement. “The ultimate beneficiary of the
YFPO will be the South African consumer,” adds Bezuidenhout.
“Improved access to quality financial planning and professional
financial advice is needed to build a better future for this country.”
What YFPO does and how it does it
YFPO’s overarching purpose is to professionalise financial planning
in South Africa, while at the same time championing diversity
and inclusion in the industry. YFPO does this at all phases of the
professional journey:
1. Planting the seed. Visiting schools and universities to
encourage young South Africans to pursue a career in
financial planning. Presenting financial planning as an
attractive career option, and making clear the benefits of
a career in financial planning.
2. Nurturing the seedling. Giving support and mentorship to
young financial planners entering the profession. Helping
these people to become successful financial planners and
encouraging them to obtain the CFP® designation.
3. Growing together. Providing a networking space where
young financial services professionals can not only learn
from one another, but also promote professional financial
planning and provide invaluable thought leadership to
both younger members and the wider community.
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Similar to the life cycle of a plant, it is hoped that young South
Africans who are inspired to become financial planners in Phase 1
will go on to first join the organisation and then to become mentors
for subsequent generations of financial planners.
YFPO will not be afraid of getting its hands dirty, either. “One
of the ways of improving access to quality financial planning in
South Africa is to work closely with corporates to embed holistic
professional financial planning as the gold standard,” says Luke
Martins, the chair of YFPO. “YFPO will impress upon the next
generation of planners how much more valuable professional
financial planning advice is than product-led advice.”
Who can join?
YFPO is open to FPI professional members as well as students
and candidate members. The organisation is aimed at under-45s,
although CFP® professionals who join before this age can elect to
remain involved as veterans and mentors.
Walking the talk
Are you passionate about the financial planning profession? And
are you committed to living our values?
• Professionalism: Will you aspire to excellence in everything that
you do?
• Diversity and inclusion: Will you promote diversity and inclusion
at all times?
• Client first: Will you always act in the best interest of your clients?
• Integrity: Will you always be honest, consistent and transparent?
• Fairness: Will you treat others how you would like to be treated?
• Diligence: Will you always take pride in what you deliver?
If you answered yes to these questions then YFPO is the
community for you. Visit www.fpi.co.za to join our online
community. We look forward to planning a better future for all
South Africans, together!

FPI certification
planning for 2022

FPI is planning three professional
competency examination sittings in
2022 across all designations.

T

hese examinations will be held on 10 and 11
March, 14 and 15 June, and 22 and 23 September.
Registrations will close two weeks before the
examination. All examinations are conducted online
via a proctoring system.
Once a candidate has registered and paid for the examination,
FPI will provide access to the learning support portal and
community. FPI will also continue increasing the technical support
to candidates writing the examination in 2022. Engagement and
commitment is key to passing this examination.
The Financial Planning Standards Board ran the Global
Job Analysis Survey in 2021, and South Africa was one of the
territories participating. This research identifies the abilities and
skills necessary for a Certified Financial Planner® professional to
competently serve clients in financial planning engagements.
We expect to receive the survey’s final results during the
first quarter of 2022, after which FPI will review the curriculums
and competency profiles for our designations in line with
this information. From the initial feedback, there is a global
movement to include technology and the psychology of
financial planning in the curriculum. 
Contact certification@fpi.co.za for further information.

Nici Macdonald CFP®,
HOD: Certification, FPI
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Change
and all
that
The Financial Services Industry

I recently watched a fascinating documentary about a pop group called the Shadows. I doubt that
you will have heard of this group for those of you who may be millennials. Maybe if I mentioned Cliff
Richard and the Shadows, it might awaken a germ of recognition, but then again, why should it?
By David Crossley, CFP®, BDO Wealth Advisers, retiring practice manager

S

ince the Sixties, when this musical genre was born and
thrived, it has been superseded on several occasions by
different genres and stars, some of whom have retained a
loyal following, and some who have faded into obscurity.
And so it is to a lesser extent with the financial services industry.
In my 47 years in the industry, I have seen enormous changes and
developments, most of them for the better and at the risk of boring
some people, I thought I would try and give you a short history of
where the industry was and where it is in 2021.
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Like so many of my contemporaries, I joined a large life
institution in 1974 as a sales agent with the promise of
undreamed-of riches and a veritable pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow. Life in business in 1974 was very different from where
we are now.
For a start, the only pieces of electronic equipment in the office
apart were a telephone and typewriter. (They had just introduced
the phone with buttons instead of a circular dial.) The typewriter
was a golf-ball typewriter – cutting-edge technology in those days.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

I seem to recall that the
minimum monthly premiums
were in the region of R5.

I recall a training period at one of the large
life institutions which took about three weeks.
During this time, we were introduced to several
successful sales agents, who, in addition to
introducing us to the rate book (more about
this later), were at pains to teach us:
1. How to prospect successfully.
2. How to close a deal.
I do not recall anything to do with financial
planning or cash-flow forecasts and the like.
We were trained to sell, and sales volume was
the order of the day, emphasised by a large
blackboard in the reception area, onto which
we chalked our sales successes daily or weekly.
I came to hate this blackboard with a passion
– our standing in the office among our fellow
sales agents rose and fell with the number of
sales we posted.
The company had two rate books, and we
were expected to carry this huge thing around
with us to calculate the given premiums for each client we saw
who wanted to buy life insurance. The one we used the most was
a green colour – the brown-coloured rate book was hidden behind
the curtains in the reception and was reserved for non-white
clients – yes would you believe it, there were different and more
expensive rates for black, Indian and coloured clients!
If a client wanted a written quote, we would calculate it and
type it up on the pool typewriter in the agents office. I seem to
recall that the minimum monthly premiums were in the region
of R5. To qualify for the “51 Club” award, we were expected to sell
R200 annualised premium income (API) for an unbroken 11 weeks.
Like so many of my contemporaries in business, I moved on
after a year and became a broker consultant and then again,
after several years, a manager responsible for a team of broker
consultants – but that is another story.
These days, we look upon investment managers as the
industry’s rock stars, but back in the Seventies and Eighties, the

rocks stars of the industry were the super-salesmen who excelled
at closing deals. Organisations like LUASA (Life Underwriters
Association of South Africa) and the Million Dollar Round Table
reigned supreme. Many of the brokers I called on would proudly
display these certificates to prove their success and sales expertise.
On one occasion, I attended a seminar that was addressed by
none other than Ben Feldman, probably the most successful life
assurance salesman ever. He was from a small American town
called East Liverpool in the state of Ohio and never ventured
further than 40 miles from his hometown to write his business.
Nevertheless, he is worth Googling just to read a bit of history.
This emphasis on selling was to have a long-term adverse
effect on the public’s perception of insurance and investment. This
was mainly due to the unscrupulous salesman who shamelessly
exploited the consumer, overselling, replacing one policy with
another and generally misrepresenting the industry. The general
public lumped everyone together as scoundrels and crooks.
Something had to change, and in the 1980s, the Institution of
Life and Pension Advisers (ILPA) was born out of a necessity to
change the industry’s status and ensure that the men and women
within the industry were professionalised.
Many of us studied for and sat the ILPA exams, which were
broadly similar to the current FPI examinations; when the FPI
replaced the ILPA, we could transition to CFP® status automatically.
Like Cliff Richard and the Shadows, the genre of life insurance
salesman was replaced, first by a realisation that things had to
change and then through the process of professionalising the
industry and the individuals working in it.
Today, we can all be truly proud of the progress that has been
made, notwithstanding multiple tracts of legislation, enforcement
of standards and regulatory bodies such as the FSCA and FIC,
which, while occasionally making our lives miserable, serve to keep
an eye on any dodgy dealings by the fringe mob in the industry.
I have learned so much over the last 47 years, which I have
tried to pass on to those to who Cliff Richard and the Shadows is
only a name.
But they were such fun in their heyday, as indeed was the
industry that I chose to participate in. 
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Managing Clients Through
the Inevitable Return of Volatility
The year 2021 saw an almost complete lack of stock market volatility. This was despite
continued uncertainty around the pandemic and its effect on the global economy.

W

ith a drawdown of only 5% in the world’s premier
index, the S&P500, 2021 conveyed the message that
market returns are easy to come by with minimal
downside movements. Unfortunately, the age-old
lesson that one cannot have market returns without enduring
volatility may have been forgotten by many. Volatility is something
only cryptocurrency speculators had to deal with!
While it gave most advisors an easier year (and didn’t we
need it!) we need to make sure we don’t become complacent
in preparing our clients for the inevitable return of “temporary
market declines”.
I am a firm believer in Nick Murray’s view that 80% of our value
is in helping clients to stick to the plan we’ve helped them to
develop. Being a few steps ahead of the next battle is a great way
to stop your clients from blowing up their plans. Based on what
we saw in 2021, I think our next battle is easy to spot.
It’s hardly going out on a limb to predict that this year will
see the return of more substantial volatility. Bring it on I say,
the behavioural advisor shines during the tough times. With
increased inflation now a reality in the developed world, fresh
concerns about geopolitical conflict and midterm elections in the
US, the possible triggers for market volatility are many.
Already we have seen a deep decline in January, wiping
out a large portion of last year’s gains. This has unfortunately
surprised a few “investors”. But this is what the market does and
will continue to do.
Before we can be useful to our clients, we first need to
internalise the truths of market corrections. We need to
understand how they fit into the arc of market history so that
we can simply and effectively coach clients to see these events
for what they are, an opportunity to “earn” the returns that come
from behaving like a grown-up during uncertain times.
Knowing that it’s not “different this time” is a prerequisite
for explaining to a distressed client why “losing” a few years of
retirement income is not something they should be concerned
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about. And of course, for our clients who are still saving, a decline
is a gift from heaven! You are buying units at knockdown prices.
Best of all is being able to demonstrate with a robust cash flow
planning tool that their lifetime plan succeeds in spite of the
current declines.
Many of these things are easier said than done, but this is the
life we’ve chosen. Every challenge is another opportunity to help
our clients behave their way to wealth rather than misbehave
their way to poverty.
So, as we head into a new year that will bring fresh challenges
and opportunities, what processes do you have in place to
prepare your clients for the rhythm of the markets?
A robust client onboarding and review process will form the
backbone of how you educate clients, but carefully selected and
simplified market data can be useful
in helping them to understand the
fundamental behaviours required to
become successful investors.
Do you (and your clients)
understand the average intra-year
decline, the frequency of bear
markets, the proportion of positive
return years, and the probability of
capital loss over different periods?
While this data is important and
can be useful in explaining core
concepts, what they need more than
all of this is you. They need you to be
confident in what you believe and
what you’re advising them to do. The
messenger is the message, as they
say. The financial advisor is the last
line of defence.
Andy Hart, Humans Under
Are you ready to be the advisor
Management
they deserve? 

COMPREHENSIVE ASSISTANCE WITH
ALL KRUGERR ANDS AND GOLD COINS
We buy, sell, store and appraise.
Our team of experts will assist with the insurance and logistics
of collections and deceased estates.
Trust the market leaders with 50 years of experience.
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